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Abstract

The aim of this study was to develop a deposition process using RF mag-
netron sputtering for the production of zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films on glass
substrates. These ZnO films were to be used as the active piezoelectric el-
ement in very high frequency ultrasound transducers (> 300 MHz). In
order to achieve piezoelectric activity the films had to be oriented with
the c-axis of the ZnO grains perpendicular to the substrate surface. At the
same time, a moderately high, at least 1 µm/hr (17 nm/min) deposition
rate was required for the production of practical devices. Prior to a full
investigation into the sputtering parameters, an initial evaluation of the
HHV Auto500 RF magnetron sputter coater system was performed. Us-
ing the original chamber configuration it was not possible to deposit ZnO
at the required deposition rates. A modification of the growth chamber
to allow a reduced target-substrate distance was successful in producing
ZnO films at the required deposition rates. A systematic study into the de-
position parameters and their effect on the ZnO film quality and deposi-
tion rates was then performed and it was found that strong c-axis oriented
films could be deposited only when depositing at rates below 15 nm/min

at a low substrate temperature (< 50◦C). Depositions above this rate re-
sulted in the growth of polycrystalline films. A two-step deposition pro-
cess was designed to preserve c-axis orientation at high deposition rates
up to 28 nm/min. The ZnO films were found to be highly strained due to
inherent stress from the sputtering process. The deposition pressure was
identified as the most critical deposition parameter for stress control. It
was found that deposition above a critical pressure of 1.2× 10−2 mbar was
essential to prevent mechanical failure of the films. Post growth annealing



was investigated and determined to be a viable technique to relax stress
and improve the crystalline quality of the films. Finally a four-step depo-
sition process was proposed to facilitate the growth of c-axis oriented ZnO
films at relatively high deposition rates whilst minimising film stress.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis was to develop a deposition process using the RF
magnetron sputtering technique to deposit piezoelectric ZnO thin films
for the application in ultrasound transducers. In particular, it will focus
on developing a process for c-axis oriented films, as this is the first re-
quirement for piezoelectric activity in ZnO. At the same time it will aim
to achieve such a microstructure at high deposition rates, so as to enable
practical device fabrication.

Piezoelectricity is the phenomenon through which certain materials
convert an applied mechanical stress into an electric charge. The converse
effect is also found in the same materials, where the application of a volt-
age to the material causes a physical deformation. This phenomenon has
been the basis for many electronic devices, including ultrasound trans-
ducers [1–5], bulk acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonators [6, 7], piezoelectric sensors [8] and vibration energy harvesting
devices [9, 10].

The piezoelectric effect was first discovered by brothers Pierre and Jacq-
ues Curie in 1880 [11], but more than 30 years passed before it was used
in a practical application [12]. During World War I a means of submarine
detection was of great interest. Langevin, a French physicist, proposed
the design of a device utilizing the piezoelectric effect to detect the pres-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ence of submarines, submarine mines, sand banks and icebergs [13]. His
device, an ultrasound transducer, used naturally occurring quartz crystal
as the active piezoelectric element to transform an oscillating voltage into
elastic waves of the same frequency and vice versa. These elastic waves
would propagate through the water and the reflected echo could then be
used to determine the presence of an obstacle. Shortly after, in 1918, a sec-
ond application was demonstrated by Nicholson who used Rochelle salt
to construct a crystal oscillator [14]. Today these naturally occurring piezo-
electric crystals used in early device fabrication have been totally replaced
with artificially produced materials with bulk single crystal quartz used in
crystal resonators and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) or related ceramic ma-
terials the material of choice in the production of ultrasound transducers.

PZT, a ferroelectric ceramic, has become the favoured material for ul-
trasound transducers due to its high piezoelectric coefficient of 117 pCN−1

[10, 15, 16]. The material is typically produced as polycrystalline ingots,
poled, and cut into wafers for device processing [2]. For use in ultrasound
transducers the PZT wafer is thinned to the desired thickness, as the thick-
ness of the piezoelectric material governs the operating frequency of the
transducer. Such devices are extensively used for nondestructive testing
and ultrasonic imaging in the medical industry [5, 16, 17]. In these appli-
cations the transducer, in conjunction with signal processing techniques,
creates an image of the internal elastic structure of the material under test.
Both the resolution and image depth is determined by the operating fre-
quency of the transducer. As with all engineering systems there is a trade-
off between functionalities. At lower operating frequencies (< 10 MHz)
the ultrasonic wave can penetrate deep into the material, allowing for
greater imaging depth, but at a cost of lower spatial resolution. At higher
operating frequencies (> 50MHz) there is a shallower imaging depth, but
imaging of smaller features is possible.

Very high frequency transducers (> 100 MHz) are desired in acoustic
microscopy to image sub-micron features [3, 5]. There is thus a drive to
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produce higher frequency transducers which places a limit on the use of
bulk ceramic materials such as PZT for this application. This is due to the
fact that the ceramic will become mechanically brittle when thinned and
may also shatter under excess voltage. For this reason it becomes impracti-
cal to produce very high frequency transducers from bulk ceramics. An al-
ternative fabrication method is to deposit a thin piezoelectric film by either
a vacuum or solution process onto a solid substrate [16, 18]. A number of
different materials are under consideration for thin film piezoelectrics [16].
These include PZT deposited by modified sol-gel solution [19], aluminium
nitride (AlN) and ZnO deposited by DC and RF sputtering [20].

ZnO is a group II-VI compound semiconductor attainable in bulk, thin
film and nanostructure forms, making it a versatile material to work with.
It encompasses a unique combination of electronic and mechanical prop-
erties making it an attractive material in many device applications. It has
a direct, wide band gap (≈ 3.4 eV [21]) and high exciton energy (≈ 60meV

[22]) making it ideal in optoelectronic applications, such as LEDs, photodi-
odes and laser diodes [23]. It has become a popular material in developing
novel nanostructure devices, including solar cells, biosensors and gas sen-
sors [24–26]. It is also a promising candidate for use as the thin film piezo-
electric material in ultrasound transducers due to its relatively high piezo-
electric coefficient and relative ease of thin film deposition [3–5, 19]. ZnO
can be deposited using a number of chemical and physical techniques,
including chemical vapour deposition (CVD), sol-gel synthesis, molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (MBE), pulse laser deposition (PLD) and sputter deposi-
tion [21, 27, 28].

The aim of this project was to develop a deposition procedure using the
RF magnetron sputtering technique for the deposition of thin ZnO films
with suitable properties for piezoelectric device fabrication. In the sum-
mer of 2011 Victoria University of Wellington (VUW) was equipped with a
new sputter deposition system. Sputtering techniques have been a proven
method in producing high quality c-axis, piezoelectric ZnO films [1, 4, 29]
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and for these reasons was the technique used in this research. A first re-
quirement for the use of ZnO thin films in piezoelectric devices is to opti-
mise the piezoelectric properties of the film. In the case of using ZnO in ul-
trasound transducer elements, it means that the film needs to be oriented
with the crystallographic c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. To
achieve this, the project was broken down into the following steps:

1. Evaluate the new sputter coater system for ZnO deposition and make
changes where needed.

2. Determine how the deposition parameters influence the ZnO films
material properties, including: crystalline structure, surface morphol-
ogy and optical properties. Select optimum deposition parameters
to grow uniform, c-axis oriented films, ideally at deposition rates
≥ 1 µm/hour.

3. Gain an understanding of the thin film deposition process on amor-
phous (glass) substrate.

The remainder of this thesis comprises of five chapters:

Chapter 2 discusses the background theory of the topics covered in this
project. The first section introduces ZnO as an electronic material with sec-
tion two briefly discussing piezoelectricity and the application of ZnO in
piezoelectric ultrasound transducers. Section three describes the growth
modes of epitaxial film growth leading into section four which provides a
brief analysis of thin film deposition techniques, and the sputter deposi-
tion method. In the last section the general properties of ZnO thin films to
be used in ultrasound transducers are defined.

Chapter 3 describes the experimental and film characterisation tech-
niques used during this project. The chapter begins by describing the sput-
ter coater system used for depositing ZnO. After a deposition the films
could be characterised by their thickness, optical transmission in the vis-
ible region, crystallographic structure and surface morphology, the tech-
niques of which are described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of the project. Firstly an initial evaluation
is performed on the sputter coater system and modifications made to im-
prove functionally specific for the project. It then discusses the influence
of the deposition parameters on the deposition rate, crystalline structure
and surface morphology of the ZnO films. An analysis of film stress is
performed with post growth annealing investigated as a technique to re-
lax film stress. A further design modification to improve film uniformity
is described and results are concluded by showing the potential problems
from variations in sputter targets.

Chapter 5 provides a summary and the conclusions of the project. It
also proposes a simple model for the deposition of ZnO on glass substrates
as well as an optimum four-step deposition process. Future work in the
development of devices from ZnO is also presented.

Overall the thesis presents a guide for the successful fabrication of
(001) oriented ZnO thin films deposited using the RF magnetron sput-
tering technique on amorphous substrates. The requirement of c-axis film
orientation at high deposition rates is found to be a trade-off, and a de-
position procedure is developed to satisfy both these requirements. The
important factor of inherent stress development in these films is pointed
out and procedures developed to minimise stress. The process developed
here can be used for the production of ZnO films for piezoelectric applica-
tions.
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Chapter 2

Background Theory

2.1 History and properties of ZnO

In this chapter the material properties of ZnO are described. Piezoelec-
tricity is discussed and reference made to the piezoelectric properties of
ZnO and its use in piezoelectric applications. The development of func-
tional thin films are described by the relevant growth models, which leads
into the deposition techniques used in growing ZnO thin films. A brief
discussion on the theory of sputter deposition is described and reports on
successful (001) oriented growth of ZnO using the sputtering deposition
technique presented.

The use of ZnO dates back to the Bronze Age, where the compound
originated as a by-product of copper smelting and was used as an oint-
ment to heal wounds [30]. It became widely used by the Romans, as early
as 200BC, to produce the first copper-zinc alloy, brass [31]. Modern appli-
cations for ZnO were found in the mid 1800s by the cosmetics and paint
industries as a nontoxic alternative to lead based components [32,33]. The
1920s saw ZnOs debut in electronic applications where it was used as a
cat-whisker detector in early radio sets [34]. The detector was constructed
from a ZnO crystal and thin copper wire which converted the incoming
alternating current (AC) radio waves into a direct current (DC) signal.

7
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With the early 20th century came the birth of modern material science,
an era where fundamental properties of materials would be discovered.
In 1935 the lattice parameters of ZnO were determined [35] and in 1954 its
optical properties were studied [36]. Shortly after, in 1960, the piezoelectric
properties were discovered [37] and put to application in 1976 to produce
a surface wave transducer [38]. In the 1970s and 1980s ZnO continued to
be of interest. However, from the mid 1990s onwards, there has been a
major increase in ZnO interest, as shown by the ZnO publications shown
in Figure 2.1. The renewed interest in ZnO stems from reports of ferro-
magnetic properties [39–41], the search for stable p-type doping [42, 43],
the advancement of nanostructure fabrication [25,44] and its potential use
in thin-film transistors [45, 46]. Recent reviews on ZnO have been by pub-
lished by Ozgur, Ellmer and Klingshirn et al. [21,30,47], which readers are
directed to for further information.

Figure 2.1: Growth in the number of ZnO publications over the last few decades

as reported by the SCOPUS data base [30].
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2.1.1 Crystal Structure

ZnO is a II-VI compound semiconductor, and can take on three possible
crystal structures: hexagonal wurtzite, cubic zinc blende and cubic rock-
salt [21]. Each of these structures are formed under unique deposition con-
ditions. By far the most common structure is hexagonal wurtzite, which is
thermodynamically stable and formed under ambient conditions [48]. The
zinc blende structure can occur when ZnO is deposited onto a cubic sub-
strate, while the rocksalt structure is formed under pressures in excess of
9 GPa [21]. For this research we are only interested in the wurtzite struc-
ture because it shows a larger piezoelectric response than the zinc blende
structure [49].

The wurtzite structure has a hexagonal unit cell belonging to the space
group P63mc [50]. The unit cell can be described by three lattice param-
eters a, b and c, as shown in Figure 2.2, with a = b in this case. These
parameters have been reported in the literature as a = 3.2475 − 3.2860 Å

and c = 5.2042− 5.2410 Å [21].

Figure 2.2: The ZnO wurtzite lattice placed within a hexagonal prism. Grey and

black spheres indicate Zn and O atoms respectively. The green lines show the

primitive cell, where a and c are the lattice constants [48].
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For the hexagonal structure the crystal planes can be expressed using
the Miller-Bravais indices (hkil). This four-index system can be reduced to
the conventional three-index (hkl) system through the symmetry h + k =

−i. A schematic of the hexagonal structure, indicating some low index
planes (which were sometimes found present in films deposited during
this research) is shown in Figure 2.3.

c-axis
(0001)

(0001)

(0001)
-

(1010)
-

(1120)
-

(1011)
-

a-plane

s-plane

m-plane

c-plane

Figure 2.3: Some low indexed surface planes present from a single hexagonal

crystal.

The c-plane, running perpendicular to the principle axis is the basal
plane. It is non-centrosymmetric having positively charged Zn (0001) and
negatively charged O (0001̄) surfaces. It is this characteristic of ZnO that
gives rise to a spontaneous polarization resulting in ZnOs piezoelectric
response.
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2.2 Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectricity occurs in crystals without a centre of symmetry (non-centro-
symmetric). Of the 32 known crystal structures, 20 of them exhibit a piezo-
electric response [51]. The basic theory of piezoelectricity can be explained
using a simple model consisting of cations (+) and anions (-) and how
they move inside a crystal subjected to an external force. When a non-
centrosymmetric crystal experiences no external forces, the centre of charge
of the cations and anions are balanced, forming a neutral molecule, shown
in Figure 2.4a. If an external force is then applied, the crystal structure
begins to deform. This causes the separation of the charge centres of
the molecules, generating dipole moments, as shown in Figure 2.4b. The
dipoles inside the structure sum and cancel, and the material becomes po-
larised as charge shifts to opposite sides creating an electric field, Figure
2.4c.
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Figure 2.4: The piezoelectric effect explained using a simple molecular model.
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2.2.1 The linear piezoelectric equations

Piezoelectric theory relates the applied mechanical stress to the resultant
electrical charge. When a solid undergoes compression or expansion the
strain S experienced by the solid causes a proportional stress σ, related
by its elastic compliance s, which is an indication of the stiffness of the
material. This effect is represented by Hooke’s Law,

S = sσ (2.1)

When an electric field E is applied to a dielectric material having no
centre of symmetry the bound charges slightly separate. This induces local
electric dipole moments within the material. These free charges can be
defined by a dielectric displacement D,

D = εE (2.2)

where ε is the permittivity.
Piezoelectricity is then the combined effect of the mechanical behaviour

(as described in Equation 2.1) and electrical behaviour (as described in
Equation 2.2).

The direct effect is the generation of electric charge by the application
of an applied stress. In terms of the dielectric displacement and stress, this
relationship is given by,

D = dσ (2.3)

where d is the piezoelectric coefficient.
For the indirect piezoelectric effect, the application of an applied elec-

tric field produces a proportional strain related by,

S = dE (2.4)

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 have been expressed as linear equations. In real-
ity D and E are first-rank tensors (Dk and Ek), and σ and S are second-rank
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tensors (σij and Sij). The corresponding piezoelectric coefficient d forms a
third-rank tensor (dkij), where (i, j, k) = 1, 2, 3. Using Einstein’s summa-
tion rule, dkij can be reduced to the conventional dkm. The first subscript
indicates the direction of the field, represented as 1, 2 or 3 for the x, y and
z directions [52]. The second subscript indicates the direction of stress or
strain, where m = 1, ..., 6. Compressive or tensile stress is represented by
m = 1, 2 or 3 and shear stress by m = 4, 5 or 6. For example, dkm = d33

represents an applied electric field and the applied strain in the z direc-
tion. High d coefficients are desirable for materials used in piezoelectric
applications.

Another important property of a piezoelectric material is a measure
of how well it converts mechanical energy into electrical energy and vice
versa. This characteristic is referred to as the electromechanical coupling
factor κ. If an electric field is applied to the material, κ measures the effec-
tiveness with which it converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. If
the material undergoes a compression or expansion κ measures the effec-
tiveness with which it converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.
This relationship is given by,

κ2 =
Electrical energy converted to mechanical energy

Input of electrical energy
(2.5)

or

κ2 =
Mechanical energy converted to electrical energy

Input of mechanical energy
(2.6)

2.2.2 Electric and piezoelectric properties of ZnO

Essentially it is the lack of unit symmetry that causes ZnO to behave as
a piezoelectric material. It develops a piezoelectric response along the
c-axis, which is obtained with (001) orientation. The magnitude of the
response is measured by the piezoelectric coefficient d33 and electrome-
chanical coupling coefficient κ. Typical values for common piezoelectric
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devices are shown in Table 2.1.

Material
Piezoelectric Coefficient (d)

(pCN−1)

Electromechanical
CouplingCoefficient (k)

Quartz 2.3(d11) 0.1
AlN 4.5 0.17-0.5
ZnO 12 0.15-0.33
LiNbO3 19-27 0.23
LiTaO3 21 0.2
PVDF 35 0.12-0.2
PZT 117 0.49

Table 2.1: Properties of popular piezoelectric materials (data taken from [15], [53]

and [54]).

From Table 2.1, it is clear that ZnO has a high piezoelectric coefficient
but not the highest of the listed materials. It is however a semiconductor
making it easy to integrate with standard semiconductor device process-
ing. Also, it has shown itself to be relatively easy to produce thin films by
a number of methods, making it the material of choice for this project.

A further advantage of ZnO is that it has a direct wide bandgap which
has been measured in the literature as 3.3 to 3.437 eV at room tempera-
ture, making it transparent in the visible spectrum [55, 56]. It is a good
insulator with reports of electrical resistivity ρ > 1010 Ωcm [57], but can
be made conductive by intrinsic or extrinsic dopants. It also has a low
thermal expansion coefficient (⊥c) equal to 4.75 × 10−6 K−1 [58] at room
temperature. These properties make ZnO ideal as the active piezoelectric
element in ultrasound transducers [3–5].
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2.2.3 Applications of ZnO in piezoelectric devices

ZnO has found successful application in many different types of piezoelec-
tric devices, such as ultrasound transducers, BAW and SAW resonators
[6,59,60], microelectromechanical system (MEMS) resonators [61] and en-
ergy harvesting devices [9,10]. This work has been undertaken with ultra-
sound transducers as the intended application.

Transducers are devices which employ the piezoelectric effect to con-
vert electrical energy into mechanical energy and vice versa. Ultrasound
transducers convert electrical energy from an AC signal into an ultrasonic
wave and vice versa. A piezoelectric material is at the core of the trans-
ducer and is the active element which does the conversions. The piezo-
electric element emits ultrasound symmetrically out of both crystal faces,
as a result additional layers need to be added to the transducer structure
to enhance the acoustic performance. These include a matching layer and
lens to couple the energy transmission between the piezoelectric material
and load medium, and a backing layer to support the piezoelectric element
and dampen out reverberations. Figure 2.5 shows a typical schematic of a
transducer.

Figure 2.5: A simple single element transducer structure.

Reviews on ZnO as the active piezoelectric layer in ultrasound trans-
ducers have been reported by [1, 3–5, 20].
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2.3 Functional thin films

It is often found that the crystalline structure of thin films differs signif-
icantly from that of bulk material due to the role of the substrate and
influence of many deposition process parameters. The development of
deposition processes that can reproducibly yield thin films of the desired
orientation, crystalline perfection and related electrical, optical and me-
chanical properties has been a central theme in the research and devel-
opment of new electronic materials. The basis of this research can be
traced back to the 1950s when the crystal structure of deposited metal
films were studied [62]. The past decades have seen a tremendous de-
velopment in the technology of thin film deposition processes as well as
an increase in the range of materials that can now be deposited. Thin films
of compound semiconductors are now routinely deposited with sophis-
ticated techniques such as MBE or organometallic vapour phase epitaxy
(OMVPE) [21, 28].

The next section provides a brief background on the deposition and
structure of thin films, while the following section discusses the sputtering
process of thin film formation with reference to ZnO.

2.3.1 Thin film growth models

The formation of a film is determined by the nucleation and growth pro-
cess [62, 63]. Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is a general term used to
describe a variety of vacuum deposition techniques, where thin films are
deposited by condensation from the vapour phase to the solid phase. De-
position techniques such as sputtering, MBE and PLD are all examples of
PVD. The process of epitaxial film growth by PVD is generally separated
into three growth modes:

(i) Layer-by-layer growth (Frank-van der Merwe)

(ii) Island growth (Volmer-Weber)
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(iii) Combination: layer-plus-island growth (Stranski-Krastanov)

The basic theory behind these models is as follows [63]:

Layer-by-Layer: Film growth occurs in two-dimensions as a result of
adjacent atoms having a stronger bond to the substrate than to each other.
Initially a monolayer of atoms cluster together, inter-growing to form a
continuous layer before subsequent layers grow on top, Figure 2.6a.

Island: Film growth occurs in three-dimensions as a result of the bond-
ing between adjacent atoms being stronger than their bond to the sub-
strate. Initially islands of atoms grow to several layers in thickness before
they coalesce, Figure 2.6b

Layer-plus-Island: Is a combination of layer-by-layer and island. For
the first several monolayer’s layer-by-layer growth occurs until a critical
thickness is reached after which island growth begins to dominate, Figure
2.6c.

(a) Frank-van der Merwe. (b) Volmer-Weber (c) Stranski-Krastanov

Figure 2.6: Basic growth modes of epitaxial films.
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The morphology of the film is influenced by factors such as: the energy
of the arriving particles, the nature and pressure of the chamber, and the
nature and temperature of the substrate [64, 65]. By manipulating these
parameters films with particular properties can be grown.

2.3.2 Oriented film growth

The crystallographic orientation of a film is influenced by several mech-
anisms. The resultant crystallographic relationship between the thin film
and substrate can be determined by a range of factors including the crys-
talline structure and orientation of the substrate and the process deposi-
tion parameters. In general there are three types of substrate-film textures
found:

• Epitaxial films: The film has a specific crystallographic orientation
with respect to the substrate. This is normally found with a single
crystal substrate with good lattice match to the film

• Preferred orientation or textured films: The film consists of grains
or crystallites which all have the same orientation, but there is no
alignment between individual grains.

• Polycrystalline film: The film consists of grains with multiple orien-
tations.

2.3.3 Structure zone model (SZM)

During the 1960s, Movchand and Demchishin studied the surface and
cross sectional morphology of evaporated layers of metals and oxides.
They proposed a model comprising of three zones to describe the be-
haviour in film structure morphology over a certain temperature range
[66]. This description has come to be known as the structure zone model
(SZM) and has been adapted for various deposition techniques. In 1974
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Thornton applied the SZM model to sputtered metal films [67]. The model
included the addition of a fourth zone and a second axis introducing the
influence of argon pressure. Thornton’s extended model is shown in Fig-
ure 2.7, where T is the substrate temperature during the deposition and
Tm is the depositing materials melting point.

Figure 2.7: Structured zone model of sputtered metal films [67].

Films grown in Zone 1 have low adatom mobility and as a result form
tapered columns with a rough surface. If the substrate temperature is
increased the film enters the T Zone, the transitional zone. Films de-
posited in this region have a smoother surface morphology and weaker
grain boundaries. In Zone 2, the adatom mobility is high and growth
is controlled by surface diffusion [64]. In this region tall narrow colum-
nar grains are grown forming a dense structure. In Zone 3 bulk diffusion
dominates, where recrystallisation forms large, but not necessarily colum-
nar grains.

Thornton’s SZM classifies the surface and cross sectional morphology
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of sputtered metal films and as a result cannot be directly related to sput-
tering ZnO, a semiconducting material. However, it is broadly applied
as the model provides some general properties on film structure from the
influence of substrate temperature and deposition pressure [64].

2.3.4 Residual stress in thin films

In general, all deposited thin films grown on a substrate surface undergo
some form of residual stress [68]. Stress within a film can manipulate its
structure, affecting the electronic and mechanical properties of the layer.
Thin film stress can be classified as either intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic
stress is induced during the deposition process and is mainly caused by
the microstructure of the thin film. The most common factors influencing
the intrinsic stress within a film are the growth technique, grain growth
(island nucleation, coalescence and voids), the insertion of excess atoms
and impurities [69, 70]. Extrinsic stress is induced by post-deposition pro-
cessing or external factors. These include thermal stress induced by the
difference in the thermal expansion between the substrate and film, and
lattice mismatch between the film and substrate [68].

A ZnO film under stress will show relaxation over time altering the
properties of the film [71]. A large stress may result in the film crack-
ing or the layer peeling off the substrate [72]. The stress within the film
creates bending moments between the film-substrate interfaces. The di-
rection of this bend is classified as either compressive or tensile. Compres-
sive stress occurs when the film is compressed to fit the substrate, shown
in Figure 2.8a. Tensile stress occurs when the film stretches to fit the sub-
strate, shown in Figure 2.8b.
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Figure 2.8: Deposited films under compressive and tensile stress.

2.4 Depositing ZnO thin films

In recent years there has been extensive study on ZnO deposition pro-
cesses. Both chemical deposition techniques, such as: CVD and sol-gel
synthesis [73] and physical deposition techniques, such as MBE, PLD and
sputter deposition have been used to deposit thin films of ZnO. Com-
parisons of such techniques can be found in reviews by Triboulet and
Özgür [21, 28].

Of these techniques sputter deposition is a common method; its ability
to deposit insulators, semiconductors and conductors make it a versatile
technique. It offers advantages such as: deposition at low substrate tem-
peratures (down to room temperature), offers moderately high deposition
rates, good thickness uniformity, good controllability of the deposition pa-
rameters and the capability to grow c-axis orientated ZnO films [74]. Sput-
ter deposition is a well understood process and a proven technique used
in producing piezoelectric ZnO films [1, 4, 29].

2.4.1 Sputtering theory

The sputtering process is well established and has been extensively stud-
ied in the literature. What will be described here is an overview of the
underlying theory behind the sputtering process. For an in-depth analysis
refer to [30, 75, 76].
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Sputtering is a physical vapour deposition technique. It is a process
whereby atoms or molecules are ejected from a target (the material to be
deposited) by the bombardment of ions. The technique is described by
Johnson using a helpful analogy [77].

“The sputtering process can be compared to throwing steel balls at a con-
crete wall. As the balls strike the wall, small fragments of concrete tear
away from the wall. If the process is continued, eventually the surround-
ing area will be covered in a thin layer of concrete dust”. [As the concrete
dust covers the surrounding area, it also covers the substrate.] Where the
concrete wall is the material to be deposited, referred to as the target (in
this case ZnO) and the steel balls are ionised atoms, usually an inert heavy
gas such as argon.

There are three predominant sputtering techniques: direct current (DC),
radio frequency (RF) and RF magnetron sputtering. The techniques differ
by: deposition rate, depositing materials and complexity of the system.

2.4.1.1 DC sputtering

DC sputtering is the simplest of the techniques and can be used to de-
posit electrically conductive materials such as: nickel, silver, gold, tita-
nium and zinc [76]. Figure 2.9 shows a simplified schematic of a DC sput-
tering chamber.
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Figure 2.9: Simplified schematic of a DC sputtering system.

The chamber is evacuated down to a low pressure (≈ ×10−6 mbar) and
then backfilled with an inert gas (≈ ×10−2 mbar to ≈ ×10−3 mbar), argon
(Ar) is most commonly used. An electric potential is applied between the
substrate and target, inducing a positive polarity on the substrate and neg-
ative polarity on the target. The negatively charged target will repel free
electrons inside the chamber. These electrons may collide with the sur-
rounding neutral argon atoms. As they collide, electrons may be knocked
off the argon gas leaving it as a positively charged ion (Ar+). These pos-
itive ions are accelerated towards the target by the applied negative bias.
When the ion collides with the target, one or more of the following pro-
cesses may occur, as seen in Figure 2.10:

a) The positive ion maybe reflected off the target

b) The positive ion may cause surface damage to the target by forcing
atoms into new lattice positions
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c) If the kinetic energy transferred is sufficient an atom will eject from
the target material (sputtering).

d) A secondary electron may be ejected from the target

+

Incident
Ion

Reflected Ion
or Neutral

Secondary 
Electron-

Sputtered 
Atom Sputtered 

Atom

Lattice Atoms

Surface

Figure 2.10: Interaction of ions at the target surface.

The process that takes place depends on the energy of the incident par-
ticle, the angle of incidence, the binding energy of the surface atoms and
the mass of the colliding particles [76]. If a target atom is ejected, it trav-
els across the chamber, condensing to form thin layers of the ‘sputtered’
material, on either the chamber walls or the substrate. When an ion col-
lides with a free electron, due to energy conservation a phonon of light is
emitted, creating the characteristic plasma ‘glow’. The secondary electrons
ejected from the target are used to sustain the plasma.

Since a negative potential is applied to the target, only electrically con-
ductive materials can be deposited using this arrangement. The deposi-
tion of dielectric or insulating materials using this technique would lead
to a build-up of charge on the target surface, requiring a very high voltage
to sputter such materials [76]. An alternative technique is RF sputtering.
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2.4.1.2 RF sputtering

RF sputtering has a very similar arrangement to that of a DC system, ex-
cept that for RF sputtering an alternating potential is applied between
the target and substrate. This arrangement allows for the deposition of
conducting, semiconducting and insulating materials, such as: ZnO, alu-
minium oxide and silicon dioxide [76]. The basis for using a RF supply is
that, effectively the number of electrons that arrive at the surface of the tar-
get while it is positive equals the number of cations arriving at the surface
while it is negative. This overcomes the charge build-up on the surface of
the target, as is the case with a DC supply. The frequency of the RF sup-
ply is dependent upon sustaining the plasma. The plasma is sustained by
accelerating the electrons between the target and substrate such that they
generate enough kinetic energy to collide with the sputtering gas creating
ionised particles. Frequencies between 5 to 30 MHz have been used, how-
ever 13.56 MHz has become the standard because it has been reserved by
the Federal Communications Commission for plasma processing [63].

2.4.1.3 RF magnetron sputtering

DC and RF sputtering are known to produce relatively low deposition
rates. To overcome this, the rate can be increased by confining the elec-
trons closer to the target, in an ‘electron trap’. By constraining the plasma
closer to the target, there is an increased probability that such an orbiting
electron will strike an inert gas molecule causing it to become ionised. The
electron trap is achieved by placing magnets either beside or underneath
the target and producing a magnetic field at the target surface. When sec-
ondary electrons are emitted from the target, they are constrained by this
magnetic field. These secondary electrons are effectively trapped in the
region closest to the target, as shown in 2.11. By increasing the rate of
ionised inert gas molecules the rate of ejected target material increases.
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Figure 2.11: RF magnetron sputtering system.

Finally, it was mentioned earlier that sputtering allows the deposition
of compound materials. There are two approaches to this. The first tech-
nique uses a target comprised of the compound material to be deposited
for example using a ZnO target. The second is referred to as reactive sput-
tering, in this technique the deposited film is formed by a chemical reac-
tion between the target material and a reactive gas. O2 is used to form ox-
ides, N2 to form nitrides and H2S to form sulphides. For example to form
ZnO, the deposition would involve using a pure zinc target in an oxygen
enriched atmosphere. The composition of the film can be controlled by
changing the ratio of the reactive gas to the inert gas. The technique used
largely depends on the sputtering capability, such that deposition from a
ZnO target is only possibly by RF sputtering.

For this project a RF magnetron sputtering system was used along with
a 99.99% purity ZnO target. The advantage of using a ZnO target is that
oxygen is released from the target surface during the deposition making
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it easier to achieve stable deposition conditions [30]. Whereas films de-
posited from a zinc target rely on the ratio of oxygen present during the
deposition to grow ZnO.

2.4.2 Sputtering parameters for ZnO

The microstructure of a sputtered thin film is largely determined by the
deposition conditions. One of the advantages of sputtering is the fine con-
trollability over the deposition parameters [74]. Several important param-
eters can be altered during the deposition process. These are:

• RF power

• Chamber pressure

• Gas ratio (argon to oxygen ratio)

• Substrate temperature

• Substrate-to-target distance

• Substrate holder position (rotated or stationary)

By optimising these parameters films with desirable electrical, mechan-
ical and optical properties can be obtained.

The use of sputtering ZnO for piezoelectric applications dates back to
1976 in the development of surface wave transducers [38]. Since then,
sputtering of ZnO has been widely reported. Existing reports on sput-
tering ZnO can be found by [29, 78–84].

2.4.3 Requirements of ZnO thin films for ultrasound trans-

ducer applications

There were several requirements the ZnO layers had to conform to in order
to be useful as the piezoelectric element for ultrasound transducers.
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• Films should have the highest piezoelectric coefficient possible. Typ-
ically a value of 12 pCN−1 is seen as the bulk value [15]. Therefore,
the piezoelectric coefficient should be as close to this value as possi-
ble.

• The first (but not the only) requirement, for a high piezoelectric re-
sponse was for the films to be c-axis oriented, i.e. with the (0001)

crystal direction perpendicular to the substrate surface. Typically
ZnO films have a textured structure, and as such should consist of
columnar (0001) grains.

• A second requirement for a high piezoelectric response is the film’s
surface should have the same polarity, i.e. either a zinc (positive)
or oxygen (negative) top face, leading to a constructive piezoelectric
response [85, 86].

• Films should have a high resistivity in order to allow the capacitor-
like transducer structure to work as intended.

• Films should be of the correct thickness allowing operation at the
desired frequency. This thickness can be estimated from the half-
wavelength of the elastic wave. The generation of a 300 MHz wave,
requires an approximate film thickness of 10.7 µm. However, mass
loading, from further fabrication of the transducer structure i.e. metal
electrodes and substrate will influence this thickness-frequency rela-
tionship.

• To grow films of this magnitude, within a realistic time frame, high
deposition rates needed to be maintained. The ideal deposition rates
would then be ≥ 3 µm/hour, although rates as low as 1 µm/hour

should still be sufficient.

• The film needs a smooth surface morphology to facilitate further de-
vice fabrication e.g. the deposition of metal electrodes.



Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

This chapter will describe the experimental equipment used to deposit
the ZnO films as well as explain the characterisation techniques used in
analysing them.

3.1 Sputter Deposition System: The Auto500

The HHV Auto500 was used to deposit the ZnO films in this project [87].
This system was initially designed and sold by BOC Edwards (UK) as the
Auto500 system. The vacuum chamber can be configured for either resis-
tive evaporation, electron beam evaporation or sputter deposition. When
configured for sputter deposition it can be equipped with up to three sput-
ter sources and can use either DC or RF sputtering.

The HHV Auto500 as received by VUW was a very basic version of this
system. It was equipped with a single sputter target and could only per-
form RF sputtering. A Dressler Cesar RF power supply capable of deliver-
ing 600 W and operating at 13.56 MHz was used as the RF sputter supply.
This was connected to an auto-matching network to balance the load. Ar
gas is used as the standard sputtering gas, however reactive sputtering is
made possible through a second gas line. In our case oxygen was used as
the reactive gas when necessary. Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of the

29
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complete sputtering system. The deposition chamber was evacuated by
a rotary backing pump and a turbomolecular main pump. The power to
the vacuum pumps as well as relevant valves and gauges were interfaced
to and controlled by a programmable logic controller (PLC) via a touch
screen control panel.

Vacuum
Chamber

Chamber 
Pressure 
Gauge

PLC

High 
Vacuum

Valve

Turbo 
Pump

Backing 
Pressure 
Gauge

Backing 
Pump

Backing
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Roughing
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Valve

Roughing 
Pressure 
Gauge

Mass Flow Controller 
Argon

Mass Flow Controller 
Oxygen

Gas Flow 
Control 
Panel

Set by user

Set by user

Exhaust Outlet

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the sputter coater vacuum system.

Figure 3.2a shows a view of inside the sputter chamber while Figure
3.2b shows the interfacing control panel. The single sputter source was off-
centre of the chamber and could be closed off using a mechanical shutter.
The substrates were mounted on a stainless steel substrate holder which
was ≈ 260 mm in diameter and sat ≈ 150 mm above the target. The sub-
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strate holder could rotate about its axis by means of an external electric
motor at a constant speed of 35 rpm.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Components inside the Auto500 sputter coater chamber, and (b)

The complete sputtering system with the interfacing control panel on the right

and deposition chamber on the left.
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A quartz crystal inside the chamber is used to monitor the thickness of
the depositing layer, with the readout and control unit on the interfacing
control panel. A quartz lamp inside the chamber, positioned underneath
the substrate holder allows for substrate heating during the depositions. A
thermocouple inside the chamber was used to monitor the substrate tem-
perature with the readout and temperature control unit on the interfacing
panel.

3.2 Substrate Preparation

It was anticipated that the ZnO films grown for ultrasound transducer ap-
plications would be deposited onto an amorphous substrate (aluminium
oxide (Al2O3)). As such, to save cost during the initial development of
the deposition procedure it was decided to perform our process devel-
opment on cheap amorphous glass substrates. Initial depositions were
performed on soda-lime glass (microscope slides). Later depositions also
used borosilicate glass obtained from University Wafer [88] and Valley De-
sign [89]. The slides were either used as received, or cut smaller by scrib-
ing with a diamond knife and snapped to size.

Before each deposition, the substrates underwent a cleaning process to
remove contaminates from the surface and to improve bonding between
the substrate and film. The following cleaning procedure was used:

(i) The substrates were placed into a beaker of high purity acetone and
agitated in an ultrasonic bath for one minute, removing particles
from the surface.

(ii) The substrates were removed and rinsed with high purity isopropanol
(IPA) and dried with nitrogen gas.

(iii) If after close examination residue remained they were further cleaned
with lint free wipes.
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In selected cases the substrates were then placed in a plasma cleaner
for 1 minute using an O2 plasma. No significant difference in the resultant
film quality was observed from this step.

3.2.1 Deposition Procedure

ZnO films were deposited using the following procedure:

(i) Before each deposition the glass substrates were cleaned using the
procedure specified in Section 3.2. The ZnO target was loaded into
the magnetron target holder and shutter placed over, covering it.
The substrate holder was removed from the chamber and substrates
fixed to the holder using Kapton tape. The holder was loaded back
into the chamber and fixed at the height of 150 mm above the target.

(ii) The chamber was evacuated and left for over an hour to reach pres-
sures of ≈ 8× 10−6 to 8× 10−7 mbar.

(iii) The chamber was back-filled with 9 sccm (standard cubic centime-
tre) of instrument grade argon, increasing the pressure to about 2 ×
10−2 mbar. If substrate heating was required, the quartz lamp was
set to the desired temperature via the controller and switched on. If
substrate rotation was required this was turned on as well.

(iv) The RF power supply was turned on and increased to 20 W . If the
plasma had not struck the shutter was quickly opened then closed,
which usually resulted in the plasma striking. By opening the shutter
the argon ions have direct access to the ZnO target, this increased
the chance of the ions bombarding the target which would generated
more secondary electrons to then collide with the surrounding argon
atoms and generate the plasma.

(v) Once the plasma was struck, the RF power was increased to the de-
sired deposition power. For this research, powers between 150 to
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240 W were used. The argon gas flow was reduced to 6 sccm de-
creasing the pressure to between ≈ 7× 10−3 to 1× 10−2 mbar, ready
to deposit. If oxygen was required for a reactive deposition the oxy-
gen flow was set and released into the chamber.

(vi) With the shutter closed, the system was left to pre-sputter for ≈
5 mins to clean the target of containments such as dust or to remove
any oxidation that may have occurred on the surface. After which
the shutter was opened and sputtering was performed for the re-
quired time.

(vii) Once the deposition had finished, the shutter was closed. The RF
power was decreased to 0 W , the quartz lamp, substrate rotation
and argon and oxygen gases turned off. The system was put into
‘cycle’ mode to evacuated down to ≈ 8 × 10−4 mbar to pump away
remaining gas.

(viii) The chamber was vented with nitrogen for ≈ 30 seconds and the
remainder done using atmospheric air. The initial nitrogen vent im-
proves cleanliness of the chamber. The substrate holder was removed
and samples taken off. The chamber was cleaned with a vacuum
cleaner and wiped down with IPA.

3.3 Thermal Annealing

Selected samples were subjected to a post growth annealing procedure
with the aim of relieving stress in the layers. Initially a crude annealing
technique was used by placing samples on a hot-plate at 400◦C for 1 hour.
Results, as discussed in Section 4.3.4 showed that stress within the films
had been released. As this proved to be a viable technique in improving
the ZnO films a more sophisticated method was developed which allowed
for higher annealing temperatures to be reached and more control of the
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surrounding atmospheric gas during the annealing process. Two anneal-
ing techniques were used:

(i) Inside the sputter coater chamber: While the samples were still
fixed to the substrate holder and the chamber under vacuum, the
substrate heater could be turned on to anneal the films at the highest
obtainable temperature, which was found to be 250◦C after modifi-
cations had been made to the sputter chamber geometry discussed
in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. The pressure in the chamber was in the
×10−2 mbar range and with a flow of 1.9 sccm of Ar and 0.1 sccm

of O2.

(ii) Inside a tube furnace: The samples were loaded into a ceramic boat
and pushed into the middle of a quartz tube, the tube was placed
into a furnace as shown in Figure 3.3. The samples were annealed
at atmospheric pressure under a flow of Ar : O2 of 95 : 5%. An au-
tomated program was used to ramp up the temperature, 20◦C/min

until 200◦C then 40◦C/min until the desired annealing temperature
was reached, at which point the temperature would remain for the
required annealing time. The furnace is capable of reaching a maxi-
mum temperature of 1200◦C, with temperatures of 400, 600, 750 and
900◦C used for this research. Figure 3.4 shows the temperature pro-
file through the annealing furnace with an approximate position of
where the ceramic boat was placed. The centre of the furnace is in-
dicated at 0 cm. It was assumed that the temperature profile is sym-
metrical about this centre point.

After the annealing process the samples were left to cool to ≈ 40◦C

before being removed, as thermal shock may lead to the films cracking.
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3.4 Thin Film Characterisation Techniques

After the deposition of a ZnO film, the films were analysed in terms of
their thickness, crystallographic orientation, residual stresses and microstruc-
ture. This section will explain the characterisation techniques used in
analysing the ZnO films.

3.4.1 Dektak thickness profiler

The Veeco Dektak 150 surface profiler (Dektak) was used to measure the
film thickness by comparing the vertical height between two material in-
terfaces. In this technique a sharp diamond stylus is placed in contact with
the sample surface and dragged lightly across measuring the vertical pro-
file of the sample, Figure 3.5.

Glass substrate

ZnO film

S
ty

lu
s

Depth

Lateral position

Thickness profile

Direction of stylus

Figure 3.5: Schematic of Dektak surface profilometer used in measuring film

thickness.

This technique can be used to explore the film’s surface roughness,
topography and step height. Thicknesses between 10 nm − 524 µm [90]
could theoretically be measured, which was well within the range of our
ZnO films. This technique allowed thickness measurements to be obtained
within minutes, making it very efficient. However because the Dektak
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uses a surface contact technique, thicknesses could only be measured at
the interface between two different vertical heights.

3.4.2 UV-Visual Spectrophotometer:

A UV-Visible spectrophotometer was used for optical transmission mea-
surements through the sample over the range of 300 to 800 nm. From
this data a measurement of film thickness could be done as well as an
estimate of the bandgap, a simple indication of a successful ZnO deposi-
tion. The transmission spectrum also provided an indication of the opti-
cal quality of the films. The UV-Visual spectrophotometer used was the
Cary 100 Scan double beam, controlled by a computer running Varian’s
WinUV software. Figure 3.6 displays a simple schematic of the UV Spec-
trophotometer. It operates by generating light which is separated into dif-
ferent wavelengths using a monochromator. The single monochromatic
light beam is then split into two parallel beams: One beam is used as the
reference and passed through a referenced substrate and measured by a
photo-detector. The other beam is passed through the sample and mea-
sured by a photo-detector. The measurement displayed is then the ratio of
intensities between these two detected beams.

Figure 3.6: Simplified schematic of UV Spectrophotometer.

The interaction between the light beam at each material interface of
the sample results in an interference pattern (or fringes), due to the par-
tial reflection and transmission of the beam. These interactions could be
used to estimate the thickness of the film. The output from the UV-Visual
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spectrophotometer was a spectrum of %Transmission vs. wavelength, a
typical example of which is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Transmittance spectra for a ZnO film.

From this spectrum information about the film’s thickness and bandgap
could be obtained through the following relationships:

The thickness of the film can be estimated by comparing the positions
of either peaks or valleys from the transmission spectrum using the fol-
lowing equation [91],

t =
Mλ1λ2

2[n(λ1)λ2 − n(λ2)λ1]
(3.1)

where M is the number of oscillations between two peaks or two valleys,
λ1, n(λ1) and λ2, n(λ2) are the corresponding wavelengths and refractive
indices between two peaks or two valleys, respectively.
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The variation of refractive indices with wavelength for ZnO follows
Cauchy’s equation [92],

n(λ) = A+
B

λ2
+
C

λ4
(3.2)

where n(λ) is the refractive index, λ is the wavelength, A, B and C are
coefficients for thin film ZnO are A = 1.9281, B = −1.1157× 10−5µm2 and
C = 5.696× 10−3µm4 [27].

As this technique involved measuring the interference pattern from the
two ZnO surfaces, it was found that films < 300 nm did not provide suf-
ficient fringes to perform thickness calculations. Therefore this technique
was only used on films > 500 nm.

The bandgap of a semiconductor material can be estimated from the edge
in its optical transmission spectrum. Incident light with an energy less
than the bandgap will not be able to excite an electron from the conduction
band to the valence band and will be transmitted. Therefore the bandgap
can be estimated by relating the absorption coefficient and the photon en-
ergy. The relationship between the absorption coefficient and transmission
spectrum is described by the Beer-Lambert Law,

α =
ln 1

T

t
(3.3)

where α is the absorption coefficient, T is the % transmission and t is the
thickness of the film. The bandgap can then be estimated by plotting
the absorption coefficient with photon energy, a typical example of this
is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Absorption coefficient as a function of photon energy at thickness =

0.55um. The bandgap is estimated to be ≈ 3.24 eV .

The photon energy is calculated using the Planck relation,

E =
hc

λ
(3.4)

where E is the photon energy, h is Plancks constant, c is the speed of light
and λ is the wavelength.

An estimation of the bandgap can be calculated by extrapolating the
linear part of the α2 vs. E plot as shown in Figure 3.8 and finding where it
cuts the x axis (E) [84, 93, 94].

3.4.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements

XRD is a non-destructive technique used for determining crystal proper-
ties including structure, quality and chemical composition of bulk materi-
als, thin films and powders. This technique involves the measurement of
diffracted X-rays interacting with the crystal lattice of a sample which pro-
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vides information about the lattice parameters, present orientations and
lattice strains. For this project the PANalytical X-ray diffraction system
(XṔert PRO MPD) at VUW was used to investigate the crystalline proper-
ties of the ZnO films.

An X-ray beam is directed at the sample, a portion of the beam passing
through a given lattice layer will collide with that layer while the remain-
der will continue on to the subsequent layers. In any lattice layer inelastic
and elastic collisions are occurring between the beam and lattice atoms. If
an inelastic collision occurs, energy is transferred between the beam and
the atom, and the beam will reflect at an angle different to that of the in-
cident, Figure 3.9a. If an elastic collision occurs, no energy is lost by the
beam, but momentum is transferred and the scattered beam will reflect at
the same angle as that of the incident, Figure 3.9b. The reflected X-rays
from subsequent lattice layers interact with each other, resulting in con-
structive and destructive interference, producing a diffraction pattern. If
the path travelled by these reflected beams is an integer multiple of the
X-ray wavelength constructive interference occurs. In a periodic crystal
lattice, peaks of constructive interference occur at particular incidence an-
gles. This information is displayed on a graph as the reflected X-ray in-
tensity vs. the reflected X-ray angle where the detector is positioned at the
same angle from the point of incidence opposite the emitter.

Figure 3.10 graphically represents the possible reflections present from
a standard ZnO reference powder, and Table 3.1 summarises these results
[95].
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Figure 3.9: X-rays colliding with atoms in a crystal lattice.
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Figure 3.10: XRD spectra from powdered ZnO [95].

2θ(◦) d(Å) h k l
Relative

(intensity%)
31.802 2.81160 1 0 0 55.6
34.447 2.60150 0 0 2 41.1
36.290 2.47350 1 0 1 100.0
47.582 1.90950 1 0 2 21.4
56.661 1.62320 1 1 0 31.1
62.913 1.47610 1 0 3 27.8
66.452 1.40580 2 0 0 4.2
68.018 1.37720 1 1 2 22.7
69.167 1.35710 2 0 1 11.2
72.623 1.30080 0 0 4 1.8
77.044 1.23680 2 0 2 3.5
81.464 1.18050 1 0 4 1.8
89.714 1.09210 2 0 3 7.3

Table 3.1: The 2θ, d-spacing and lattice planes present of a standard reference

ZnO powder. Here a = 3.24982 Å and c = 5.20661 Å [95].
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The peaks in the XRD spectra directly relate to the spacing of the atomic
planes through Bragg’s law,

2dhkl sin(θ) = nλ (3.5)

where d (referred to as the d-spacing) is the perpendicular spacing be-
tween the h, k, l lattice planes in a crystal, θ is the reflected angle of the
X-ray (the peak position from the XRD spectrum), n is an integer equiv-
alent to the order of the diffraction peak, and λ is the wavelength of the
incident X-ray.

For a hexagonal crystal structure such as ZnO, the relationship between
dhkl and the lattice parameters a and c plane is given by,

1

d2 =
4

3
(
h2 + hk + k2

a2
) +

l2

c2
(3.6)

where a and c are the lengths of the slides of the primitive cell and h, k, l
are the Miller indices.

The atomic planes reflecting the beam will further be determined by
the structure factor, which for a hexagonal structure reflections are present
if:
h+ 2k = 3n, l =even
h+ 2k = 3n± 1, l =even
h+ 2k = 3n± 1, l =odd

All the reflections are absent if l = odd and h+ 2k = 3n [96].

The XRD spectra also provides information about the crystal quality
such as crystal defects or any factors that will lead to a spread in the dhkl
values for a diffraction plane which will produce a broadening of the hkl
peak. The full width half maximum (FWHM) value of a diffraction peak
is then often quoted as an indication of crystalline perfection in a material.

ZnO demonstrates a piezoelectric response along its c-axis, which is
the (002) plane. For bulk ZnO the (002) plane occurs at a 2θ value of 34.45◦

[95]. Therefore, ideally we want our XRD spectra to show a narrow, high
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intensity peak occurring at ≈ 34◦ with no other peaks present (except the
reflection at ≈ 72◦). This will indicate that the ZnO films have a c-axis
orientation and therefore should show a strong piezoelectric response.

The XRD data can be used to calculate the stress within a film. If the de-
formation of the film is uniform over a relatively large distance this strain
will cause a change in the lattice spacing compared to that of the stress
free value. This change in lattice spacing can be seen as a shift in the 2θ

peak position of an XRD spectrum. Figure 3.11a demonstrates a stress-free
hexagonal lattice structure and its corresponding 2θ peak position. In Fig-
ure 3.11b, the hexagonal lattice is subjected to compressive stress resulting
in the lattice shrinking in the horizontal direction and to satisfy Poisson’s
ratio expanding in the vertical. This can be seen as a decrease in the 2θ

peak position. The opposite is also true if the film expands, resulting in a
increase in the 2θ peak position, this is referred to as tensile stress.

d0

r0

2θ

(a) Unstressed lattice

d>d0

r<r0

2θ

S S

σ

σ Compressive 
Stress

Tensile 
Stress

(b) Lattice subjected to stress

Figure 3.11: Demonstrating a shift in the 2θ peak position relative to a stress and

strain seen by the lattice.
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The residual stress within a film may be calculated using Hooke’s law.
A solid experiencing a stress S, undergoes a proportional strain σ, related
by its elastic compliance s,

S = sσ (3.7)

The elastic compliance can be estimated using the elastic constants
along the different orientations of ZnO, and for a hexagonal structure is
related by [97],

s =
2c213 − c33(c11 + c12)

2c13
S = −232.81GPa (3.8)

where the elastic stiffness constants are given in Table 3.2

Elastic Constant
Orientation

Value
(GPa)

c11 208.8

c12 119.7

c13 104.2

c33 213.8

Table 3.2: Elastic constants of ZnO as measured by [97, 98].

The strain σ along the c-axis, is a measure of how much the films lattice
parameter diverges from the bulk value and can be evaluated by [99],

σ =
(c− co)
co

× 100% (3.9)

where c0 is the unstrained lattice parameter of ZnO (5.2066Å refer to
Table 3.1) and c is the lattice parameter of the strained ZnO calculated by
Equation 3.6.

Using equations 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 the residual stress in the thin film can
be shown to be,
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S =
2c213 − c33(c11 + c12)

2c213
× (c− co)

co
S = −232.81× (c− co)

co
(3.10)

3.4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

An SEM was used to investigate the surface morphology of the ZnO films.
SEM is considered a non-destructive technique used to generate high res-
olution images of the surface of objects, providing significant characteri-
sation of solid materials. These high resolution images are produced us-
ing a highly focused scanning electron beam. The signal generated from
the electron-sample interactions contains information about the sample’s
surface topology, chemical composition, elemental analysis and crystallo-
graphic structure of the sample.

An electron gun is used to thermionically emit a primary electron beam,
with an energy ranging from 0.2keV to 40keV depending on the conduc-
tivity of the sample. The beam is focused through one or two condenser
lenses and deflected through a pair of scanning coils or deflector plates to
allow the beam to scan in the x and y directions over the surface of the
sample. Where the primary beam makes contact with the sample, there
is an energy exchange between the electron beam and sample surface re-
sulting in the generation of secondary electrons (used to create SEM im-
ages), backscattered electrons (BSE, used for analysis of contrasts of chem-
ical composition), diffracted backscattered electrons (EBSD, these signal
are used to determine crystal structure) and photons (used for elemental
analysis).

The Jeol JSM 6500F was the scanning electron microscope used to im-
age the ZnO films. It had the capability to produce high resolution images
down to the nano scale (≈ 5nm) level, chemical composition and spot el-
emental analysis. For this project only imaging and chemical composition
was used, providing visual information about the film’s grain size, shape
and consistency. Sample preparation included depositing a thin layer of
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carbon onto the samples as a conduction layer. This was to avoid charge
build up on the surface of the sample, which makes imaging harder. The
samples were also placed into a desiccator overnight to extract moisture
from the sample, in order to assist the SEM in reaching the desired vac-
uum.

The SEM images obtained during this study were of the film’s top sur-
face and cross section. Top surface images were used to analyse the film’s
grain sizes, shape and consistency. Cross sectional images provided infor-
mation about the thickness and columnar structure of the film.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, the experimental results from this thesis are presented. As
was explained in Chapter 1, the focus of this project is to develop a fabrica-
tion technique for piezoelectric thin films for use in ultrasonic transducers.
Specifically c-axis oriented ZnO films deposited by RF magnetron sputter-
ing at moderately high deposition rates were required. The chapter begins
by evaluating the HHV Auto500 sputtering system as it was received from
the manufacturer. The as-received sputter chamber geometry was found
to produce low deposition rates, and as a result modifications were made
to the chamber geometry in an effort to increase the deposition rate. The
influence of various deposition parameters on film microstructure was
then investigated and a two-step deposition process was introduced to
produce the desired film orientation at sufficiently high deposition rates.
At this stage of the project it was also found that some of the films began
to crack and peel away from the substrate. Stress within the film was de-
termined to be the likely cause and a solution proposed to reduce stress
during the deposition process. To help decrease the stress within the de-
posited ZnO films, post growth annealing was also investigated. A further
modification was then made to the sputter system with the introduction
of a new substrate holder. This allowed both, the deposition of films with
better uniformity as well as in situ annealing of the films. The results are
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then concluded with a proposed four-step deposition growth procedure
that should produce films with an optimised microstructure.

4.1 Initial sputter system evaluation

This work represents the first use of a new sputter deposition system in
a new clean room facility at VUW. In the initial part of this work, the ca-
pability of this received sputter system, for the production of ZnO films
was evaluated in general, but in particular it was aimed to establish if any
modifications would be required for depositing ZnO films to our specific
specifications (see Section 2.4.3).

Two types of experiments were performed during this equipment eval-
uation phase of the project:

(i) Simulated ‘dry-run’ experiments, in which no substrate was loaded
but the sputter characteristics and performance were measured us-
ing the systems built-in instrumentation. For example, the operating
pressure as a function of Ar gas flow and baffle valve setting was
measured in this way. The deposition rate, as measured from the
thickness monitor, could also be used to determine the dependence
of the deposition rate on factors such as gas flow and RF power. The
advantage of performing dry-run experiments to test these system
parameters was that we were able to perform a large number of ex-
periments in a relatively short time and saved on substrates and tar-
get material.

(ii) Once the initial deposition parameters had been evaluated in dry-
run experiments, conventional experiments commenced. The depo-
sition and measurement procedures used are outlined in Chapter 3.
Films were deposited at various RF power, Ar flow, substrate tem-
peratures and using substrate rotation, and the influence of these
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parameters on film quality was evaluated. All films were grown
on 75 × 25 mm soda lime glass substrates and at a fixed target-to-
substrate distance of 150 mm, as determined by the sputter chamber
configuration. During most depositions a typical deposition time
of 60 minutes was employed, although in selected cases deposition
times as short as 20 minutes were used.

4.1.1 Setting of chamber pressure

Chamber pressure was the first parameter investigated in our study. Set-
ting of the chamber pressure could be done by mechanically setting the
position of the high vacuum valve during ‘throttle’ pumping. A mechani-
cal adjustment will determine the position of the high vacuum valve, and
the resultant at equilibrium pressure is a balance between the pump speed
and the flow of gas (Ar and/or O2) into the chamber. Any change in Ar/O2

flow rate will thus change the chamber pressure for a fixed setting of the
valve. It is also expected that other factors such as substrate temperature
or RF power has the potential to influence the chamber pressure.

The high vacuum valve was then manually set to a selected position
and the Ar gas with a flow rate between 1 sccm and 10 sccm allowed to
flow into the chamber. For each Ar flow the chamber pressure was ob-
served. The valve was then adjusted to the next position and the proce-
dure repeated.

The observed chamber pressure is plotted against Ar flow for three
high vacuum valve settings in Figure 4.1. For comparison, the equivalent
curve supplied by the HHV Auto500 manual is also shown. In this Figure
the positions 1 through 3 correspond to an increase in valve opening and
hence an increase in chamber pressure.
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Figure 4.1: Deposition chamber pressure as a function of Ar gas flow as measured

by our system and as stated in the HHV Auto500 manufacturer’s manual. The

black dotted line indicates the typical Ar flow, and associated working pressure

that was used during most of our initial depositions.

All our subsequent deposition experiments were performed with a fixed
gas flow rate. This meant that the position of the vacuum valve had to be
manually adjusted in order to bring the deposition pressure within the de-
sired range. As a guide we tried to adjust the gas flow-pressure relation-
ship as close as possible to the manufacturer’s example (black triangles in
Figure 4.1). However, this was complicated by the fact that no position
sensing or feedback of the valve position was incorporated, so the pro-
cedure was not always reliable and day-to-day drift was often observed.
Typical gas flow rates of 6 sccm of Ar were used during depositions, and
the high vacuum valve was then adjusted to provide a chamber pressure
of ≈ 1× 10−2 mbar, as indicated by the black dotted line in Figure 4.1.
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4.1.2 Influence of RF power on deposition rate

The influence of RF power on the deposition rate of ZnO was investigated
in a series of dry-runs, where no substrates were used, but the deposition
rate, simply measured by the built in thickness monitor and used as an
indication of process conditions. Although the deposition rate observed
from the thickness monitor will be different from the actual deposition
rate on the substrate, it can be expected that the rates will be related by
a geometrical factor (the tooling factor). The use of the thickness monitor
will thus provide a first indication of the dependence of the process on the
deposition parameters.

The RF power was set to values between 180 W and 320 W and the
deposition rate, averaged over a period of 10 minutes, was measured on
the thickness monitor. The results in Figure 4.2 show that observed depo-
sition rate increased linearly from ≈ 2 nm/min at 180 W to ≈ 5 nm/min at
320W over this range. This increase in deposition rate with RF power was
expected, as increasing RF power increases the proportion of Ar ions in
the plasma. With more ions bombarding the ZnO target, more of the tar-
get material is sputtered. This linear relationship between the RF power
and deposition rate is widely documented [100–102].
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Figure 4.2: Variation in deposition rate as a function of the RF power, film thick-

ness was determined by the thickness monitor inside the chamber. The black

dotted line indicates the typical RF power used in later depositions.

4.1.3 Influence of Ar flow on deposition rate

The influence of Ar flow on the observed deposition rate was similarly
measured in a series of dry-runs with deposition rates measured by the
thickness monitor. The Ar flow was varied between 1 sccm and 15 sccm

for different RF powers. It should be noted that across this series of experi-
ments chamber pressure was not kept constant, varying from 3×10−3mbar

at 1 sccm of Ar to 2.3× 10−2 mbar at 15 sccm of Ar. The results from these
experiments are shown in Figure 4.3. It is seen that for each RF power there
is a similar trend between Ar gas flow rate and deposition rate. As the Ar
flow is increased, an increase in the deposition rate is initially observed. At
a flow of ≈ 5 sccm a maximum in the deposition rate is observed, above
which the deposition rate decreases. At higher Ar flows there are more
gas atoms present in the chamber, this results in an increase in collisions
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between the sputter Zn and O atoms with the surrounding particles reduc-
ing the chance of the atoms reaching the substrate surface and effectively
slowing down the deposition rate. These curves indicate ‘optimal’ depo-
sition rates occurring between ≈ 4 − 6 sccm. As expected, the maximum
deposition rate is obtained with the highest RF power used (360 W ) but it
is interestingly to note that the deposition rate also appears to drop off the
quickest with increasing flow. The rate at which the deposition rate drops
off past the optimal range is also a function of RF power, with the greatest
decrease observed for high RF powers.
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Figure 4.3: Variation in deposition rate as a function of Argon flow over a range

of RF powers. All other parameters held constant: RF power = 180 − 360 W ,

chamber pressure = 3× 10−3 mbar to 2.3× 10−2 mbar.

The results from Figure 4.3 suggest that maximum deposition rates can
be achieved when depositing with Ar flows of ≈ 4 − 6 sccm. During the
course of this work an Ar flow of 6 sccmwas primarily used in depositions.
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4.1.4 Control of substrate temperature

The system was provided with a quartz lamp inside the deposition cham-
ber that could be switched on and its power controlled to provide sub-
strate heating during depositions. The range of substrate temperatures
that could be achieved were evaluated and it was found that a maximum
of≈ 100◦C could be reached with the quartz lamp heating. This poor heat-
ing was in part due to the distance between the lamp and the substrate
holder (see Figure 3.2a). Even without the lamp, the substrate can be ex-
pected to heat up during a deposition, as the substrate will be bombarded
with energetic particles from the plasma.

The effective substrate temperature was measured for different RF pow-
ers and the results are shown in Figure 4.4. The temperatures recorded
here represent the final temperature reached (after ≈ 20 minutes) at the
specified RF power. This would indicate a rise of ≈ 1◦C for every in-
creased 20 W across the range of 200 W to 320 W .
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Figure 4.4: Substrate temperature increases linearly with increasing RF power

over the range of 200W to 320W .
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4.1.5 Influence of deposition parameters on film properties

The results from the initial series of dry-run experiments were undertaken
to select initial deposition parameters for ZnO depositions. Further exper-
iments now consisted of conventional depositions onto glass substrates
and the evaluation of these films by the procedures described in Chapter 3
in order to optimise the deposition process. However, initial characterisa-
tions of the resultant films were performed primarily to confirm that our
films actually were ZnO. The results of these early evaluations are pre-
sented below.

The first proof that the films were indeed ZnO was the 2θ peak po-
sition obtained from the XRD spectra (see Section 3.4.3). A typical XRD
spectrum is shown in Figure 4.5. The single peak occurs at ≈ 34.20◦ which
closely corresponds to the expected 2θ peak position of 34.45◦ (see Table
3.1) of the (002) reflection present in wurtzite ZnO. Using Bragg’s Equa-
tion (Equation 3.5) to calculate the d spacing and the relationship between
d and (h, k, l) for a hexagonal structure (Equation 3.6) the lattice parameter
c can be calculated from the peak position. For this particular XRD spectra
the lattice parameter c was calculated as 0.5240 nm which falls within the
values reported in the literature 0.5204− 0.5241 nm for ZnO [21].

Further evidence confirming that we had indeed deposited ZnO films
came from the UV-visible transmission spectrum as shown in Figure 4.6,
showing a high transmitted intensity above the cut-off wavelength. No
thickness fringes can be seen in the transmission spectrum, as this was a
very thin layer (≈ 100 nm as measured by the Dektak). The transmission
spectrum was also used to estimate the bandgap of the material by plotting
the absorption coefficient vs. photon energy (see Section 3.4.2), as shown
in Figure 4.7. For this film the bandgap was estimated to be ≈ 3.27 eV

which is close to reported values of 3.30 − 3.437 eV for ZnO, but on the
lower end of the scale [55, 56].
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Figure 4.5: XRD spectrum of one of the first ZnO films deposited where the posi-

tion of the peak suggests the (002) reflection present in ZnO.
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Figure 4.6: UV-visible transmission spectrum of a ZnO film.
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Figure 4.7: Estimating the bandgap from a plot of the absorption coefficient vs.

photon energy, of which was ≈ 3.27 eV .

In Figure 4.8, a conventional optical photograph of a ZnO film de-
posited onto a glass substrate can be seen, showing a transparent film.

ZnO film

Edge of 
ZnO film

Edge of  glass 
substrate

Figure 4.8: Shows the transparency of a ZnO deposited film.

The above results confirm ZnO of (001) texture was deposited. Selected
deposition parameters were then varied systematically to study their in-
fluence on film quality.
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4.1.5.1 Effects of RF power

The influence of the RF power on crystal quality was investigated at three
RF powers: 180 W , 200 W and 220 W and deposited at an Ar flow of
5 sccm. The resulting XRD spectra are shown in Figure 4.9. The peak
positions indicate the films are (001) orientated, with peak degradation
occurring as RF power increases.
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Figure 4.9: XRD spectra as a function of RF power. There is degradation of the

(002) peak with increasing RF power. All other parameters held constant: Ar =

5 sccm, substrate holder stationary and sputtering time = 40mins.

4.1.5.2 Effects of Ar flow

The effect of Ar flow on growth rate and film quality was investigated
with the growth of a series of three films using an RF power of 180 W .
The XRD spectra obtained are shown in Figure 4.10. All of the films were
(001) orientated. The film deposited at 5 sccm had the best crystal qual-
ity as indicated by a low FWHM value, whereas depositions at 3.5 sccm
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and 10 sccm had increased FWHM values and lower (002) peak intensities
indicating poorer crystal alignment.
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Figure 4.10: XRD spectra for various argon flows. All other parameters held con-

stant: RF power = 180W , substrate holder rotating, at Ar flow = 3.5, 5 and 10 sccm

chamber pressures were 1.3× 10−2, 2.5× 10−2 and 6.0× 10−2 mbar respectively.

The observed trend between the deposition rate and Ar flow was plot-
ted and is shown in Figure 4.11. These results were consistent with that
from Section 4.1, indicating that maximum deposition rates are achieved
when depositing at an Ar flow between ≈ 4− 6 sccm.
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Figure 4.11: Deposition rates as a function of the three Ar gas flows. The trend

observed is similar to that seen in Section 4.1 suggesting that deposition rate is

the highest between ≈ 4− 6 sccm.

4.1.5.3 Effects of substrate temperature

It was found that a maximum substrate temperature of ≈ 100◦C could be
reached with heating from the quartz lamp. The influence of substrate
heating was investigated at this temperature by comparing the deposition
of a film with no substrate heating (termed ambient) to one deposited at a
substrate temperature of 100◦C. Figure 4.12 compares the XRD spectra of
these two films. Both films are (001) orientated, with the heated substrate
resulting in a higher peak intensity. The deposition rate during the am-
bient substrate temperature deposition was ≈ 1.4 nm/min, much higher
than when depositing at 100◦C which was ≈ 0.7 nm/min.

A curious point to note about these spectra is the asymmetrical broad-
ening of the tails, more noticeable in the deposition at 100◦C. This may be
the result of the (101) orientation at≈ 36◦ coming through and broadening
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the tail.
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Figure 4.12: The influence of substrate heating on crystal structure. All other pa-

rameters held constant: RF power = 180W , Ar = 6 sccm, substrate holder rotating,

and substrate temperature at ambient 37◦C and at 100◦C with heating.

4.1.5.4 Effects of substrate rotation

Initial experiments indicated low deposition rates when using a rotating
substrate holder. This motivated a more in depth analysis between deposi-
tions performed with a rotating substrate holder and a stationary substrate
holder. The results were evaluated in terms of:

(a) Deposition rate (it was expected that depositing with a stationary sub-
strate holder to be higher).

(b) Uniformity (it was expected that depositing with a rotating substrate
holder to be more uniform).
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The film uniformity was investigated by depositing ZnO onto eight
glass substrates, as configured in Figure 4.13a, and performing deposi-
tions with both a rotating and stationary substrate holder. In this figure
the position of the ZnO target has been indicated because it would be ex-
pected that during a stationary holder deposition substrates closer to the
target will experience a higher deposition rate. A cross section of this ar-
rangement is shown in Figure 4.13b, where it becomes more obvious how
the substrates are positioned with respect to the ZnO target.

The film thickness was measured at three different points across each
substrate using the Dektak (described in Section 3.5) and the deposition
rates calculated. These points were at positions labelled inner (≈ 40 mm),
centre (≈ 75 mm) and outer (≈ 105 mm from the centre of the holder), in-
dicated on slide #5 from Figure 4.13a. At each of these positions XRD was
also performed so that film quality could also be related to a deposition
rate.

The variation in deposition rates across each of the eight substrates for
the two different types of depositions are shown in Figure 4.14. Relatively
uniform rates of ≈ 1.0 to 1.5 nm/min were achieved when the substrate
holder was rotating. However, with a stationary substrate holder very
poor uniformity occurred. Slides 2, 3 and 4 experienced higher deposition
rates ≈ 1.7 to 4 nm/min. This was the result of these slides being posi-
tioned closer to the target and therefore closer to the peak density of the
plasma. Slides 6, 7 and 8 being furthest away had very low growth rates
reaching a maximum of ≈ 0.8 nm/min.
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(a) Eight glass substrates fixed to the substrate holder us-
ing Kapton tape. Thickness measurements were performed
at ≈ 40, 75 and 105 mm from the centre of the substrate
holder.
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(b) Substrate positioning in relation to the ZnO tar-
get.

Figure 4.13: Configuration of the substrates with reference to the ZnO target, an

important characteristic during the stationary holder deposition due to an ex-

pected higher deposition rate on films closer to the target.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of growth rates observed across two depositions with

eight slides used as substrates in each deposition. In (a) The substrate holder was

rotated at 35 rpm, while in (b) The substrate holder was stationary.
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The crystalline quality of these films were analysed using XRD. Figure
4.15 shows the XRD spectra for the rotating substrate holder deposition
at deposition rates of ≈ 1.1 and ≈ 1.4 nm/min. In both regions the films
were (001) oriented with low peak broadening suggesting good crystal
alignment.
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Figure 4.15: Crystal quality results at deposition rates of≈ 1.1 and≈ 1.4 nm/min

with a rotating substrate holder. All other parameters held constant: RF power =

180W , Ar = 5 sccm, and sputtering time = 60mins.

Figure 4.16 shows the XRD spectrums across slides 2, 3 and 4 at the ap-
proximate 40, 75 and 105mmmeasurement points for the stationary holder
deposition. All films showed (001) orientation as indicated by the peak
position. In Figure 4.17 the FWHM as measured for the (002) reflection is
plotted against the deposition rate as estimated by the Dektak thickness
measurements. Films grown at slower deposition rates had better crystal
quality as indicated by lower FWHM values. Slide 3, positioned directly
above the target, had the highest growth rate and thus the thickest films,
but also showed severe degradation in film quality as indicated by the
very broad (002) XRD peaks.
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Figure 4.16: XRD crystal quality as a function of deposition rate with a stationary

substrate holder: (a) Slide #2, (b) Slide #3 and (c) Slide #4. Measurements were

performed at ≈ 40, 75 and 105 mm from the centre of the substrate holder. All

other parameters held constant: RF power = 180W , Ar = 5 sccm, and sputtering

time = 60mins.
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Figure 4.17: The (002) FWHM for slides 2, 3 and 4 from the stationary holder

deposition as a function of deposition rate.

4.1.6 Conclusions from initial system evaluation

• The initial evaluation of the HHV Auto500 indicates that the sys-
tem can successfully be used to deposit ZnO films by means of RF
magnetron sputtering. The deposition rate was found to be primar-
ily controlled by the RF power and the Ar gas flow. In the case of RF
power a linear increase in growth rate with power is observed, but in
the case of Ar flow a maximum in the growth rate occurred between
flow rates of 4 − 6 sccm. This trend appeared to be independent of
RF power.

• The film uniformity, deposition rate and crystal quality was inves-
tigated using both a rotating and stationary substrate holder. The
rotating substrate holder produced good uniformity across all sub-
strates, but at a very low growth rate. In the case of a stationary sub-
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strate holder the deposition rates were higher however there was a
larger variation in deposition rates found across the substrates de-
pending on their relative position to the ZnO target.

• From XRD results it is clear that all films show the desired (001) ori-
entation. However the poorest crystalline quality (as indicated by
higher FWHM values) coincides with the areas of highest deposition
rates.

• In all the depositions performed thus far the deposition rates achieved
were much lower than those desired for this application. In order
to increase the deposition rate it was decided to modify the sputter
chamber by adding an adjustable shaft for the substrate holder. This
would allow the target-to-substrate distance to be decreased from
the fixed 150 mm in the original system.

4.2 Chamber modification #1: Reduce target-to-

substrate distance

The new shaft extension was ≈ 95 mm in length allowing variable target-
to-substrate distances of 150 mm to 75 mm in 15 mm increments. Figure
4.18 shows the new chamber geometry with the substrate holder lowered
to ≈ 75 mm above the target. This minimum distance of 75 mm was lim-
ited by the locations of the quartz lamp and gas inlet. This section will first
discuss the influence of the target-to-substrate distance on the observed
deposition rate. It will then consider the influence of the sputtering pa-
rameters on the deposited ZnO film under the new chamber geometry.
Due to the large number of permutations of sputtering parameters, every
case could not be investigated but selected values of substrate temperature
and RF power were considered as these were deemed the most critical fac-
tors for producing thin films to our requirements.
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Figure 4.18: Inside the sputter coater chamber with the substrate holder attached

to the shaft at a new substrate-to-target distance of 75 mm. Aluminium foil is

covering the quartz lamp to prevent deposited layers building up on the surface.

4.2.1 Effect of reduced target-to-substrate distance on de-

position rate

With the new shaft extension in place, an investigation into the achievable
deposition rates at various target-to-substrate heights was performed, us-
ing both a rotating and a stationary substrate holder.

4.2.1.1 Rotating substrate holder

A series of three depositions were performed at target-to-substrate dis-
tances of 75 mm, 95 mm and 150 mm, and the thickness of the films mea-
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sured. The calculated deposition rates are presented in Figure 4.19. As
would be expected when using a rotating substrate holder the films are
relatively uniform. As the distance between the target and substrate de-
creases, the deposition rate increases. When the holder was at the lowest
substrate position (75 mm) the deposition rate was double that of when
it was at the highest position (150 mm). As the highest deposition rate
achieved was only ≈ 7 nm/min, this was still well below the minimum
required deposition rate of > 17 nm/min.
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Figure 4.19: Influence of substrate-to-target distance on deposition rate for a ro-

tating substrate holder. All other parameters held constant: RF power = 240 W ,

Ar = 6 sccm, no external heating and sputtering time = 60mins.

As in previous results, the deposition rate could potentially be fur-
ther increased by using a stationary holder and positioning the substrates
above the ZnO target.
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4.2.1.2 Stationary substrate holder

As the highest deposition rates were obtained at a target-to-substrate dis-
tance of 75 mm, the lowest position possible, this was the height the sta-
tionary substrate holder was positioned. Three substrates were then at-
tached to the holder, as shown in Figure 4.20 and a deposition performed.
Film thicknesses were measured and the deposition rate calculated for in-
ner (≈ 40 mm), centre (≈ 75 mm) and outer (≈ 105 mm) positions across
the three substrates. These results are compared in Figure 4.21 to the re-
sults obtained with a rotating substrate at the same target-to-substrate dis-
tance. With a stationary holder the deposition rate is considerably higher
than with a rotating holder, this is because the samples are held above the
ZnO target and there is an almost direct line of sight for the sputtered Zn
and O atoms to travel and reach the substrate surface. A rate as high as
≈ 34 nm/min was obtained on the outer edge of the central substrate (di-
rectly above the target). However, it is also obvious from Figure 4.21 that
the stationary substrates lead to poor uniformity in deposition rates across
the substrates.

ZnO Target

Substrate 
Holder

Glass 
Substrates

Kapton
 Tape

#1

#2

#3

Figure 4.20: The configuration of the three samples on substrate holder with re-

spect to ZnO target position.
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Figure 4.21: Comparing deposition rates between a stationary and rotating sub-

strate holder. All other parameters held constant: RF power = 240W , Ar = 6 sccm,

no external heating and sputtering time = 60mins.

The XRD spectra of the three substrates using a stationary substrate
holder are shown in Figure 4.22. For each XRD spectra the approximate
growth rate at that point is also indicated.

It is clear from the XRD spectra that the films are not always purely c-
axis oriented. It would appear that a c-axis orientation is only observed for
the lower deposition rates with extra orientations appearing in the diffrac-
tion pattern at higher deposition rates. The new reflections were identified
as the (100), (101), (103) and (110) planes. As these new orientations in-
creased in intensity, the (002) peak also dramatically decreased in intensity.
At the point of maximum deposition rate (≈ 34 nm/min) the (100) is the
strongest reflection visible. This would indicate that the preferred c-axis
orientation is not maintained at these high deposition rates, but that the
film becomes polycrystalline containing mixed grains of (100), (001), (101)

and (110) orientations.
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Figure 4.22: Crystal quality as a function of deposition rate with a stationary sub-

strate holder: (a) Slide #1, (b) Slide #2 and (c) Slide #3. All other parameters

held constant: RF power = 240W , Ar = 6 sccm, no external heating and sputter-

ing time = 60mins.
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Figure 4.23 shows the ratio of the (002) peak intensity to the (100) peak
intensity. This figure represents the change in film orientation as deposi-
tion rate increases. It indicates that only when depositing at low depo-
sition rates (< 15 nm/min) does the film maintain (001) preferential ori-
entation. As soon as the deposition rate exceeded this value, competitive
orientations were formed in the crystal structure. At the highest deposi-
tion rates the (001) orientation nearly disappears from the film.
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Figure 4.23: The ratio between the (002) and (100) peak intensities as a function

of deposition rate. As the deposition rate increases past ≈ 15 nm/min the film is

no longer (001) preferentially oriented.

The results from using a smaller target-to-substrate distance clearly
show that higher deposition rates could be obtained. In the case of a sta-
tionary substrate holder, placed directly above the target, deposition rates
within the required range could be obtained. However, it was also clear
that the high growth rates led to deterioration in c-axis alignment of the
films and that multiple orientations were found.

The aim of the next part of this work was to maintain a high growth
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by using a stationary substrate holder at a target-to-substrate distance of
75mm, and to study the effect of other deposition parameters such as sub-
strate temperature and RF power on the resultant film orientations and
crystal structure. As the position of the central substrate, placed directly
above the ZnO target maintained the highest deposition rate, the sputter-
ing parameters were optimised to grow (001) oriented films at this posi-
tion. Therefore, unless otherwise stated, results will be displayed from
substrates grown at this primary position.

4.2.2 Effect of substrate temperature

From the above results it would be expected that (001) oriented films could
be deposited at the primary position by decreasing the deposition rate at
that point to < 15 nm/min. However, this was the minimum desired de-
position rate. In an effort to preserve the crystalline quality at the higher
deposition rates the influence of substrate heating was investigated.

At the substrate height of 75 mm the substrate holder was closer to
the quartz lamp than in the original chamber configuration resulting in
a higher maximum substrate temperature of 150◦C being achieved. To
investigate substrate heating a deposition was performed at a substrate
temperature of 150◦C at 240 W . Figure 4.24 compares the XRD spectra
of the film deposited at ambient substrate temperature and at 150◦C. At
150◦C the film does not show (001) preferential growth, with extra planes
dominating the orientation of the film. These were identified as the (100),
(101), (110), (112) and (201). Similar reflections were found for the deposi-
tion performed at ambient temperature, except for the introduction of the
(112) and the (201) when substrate heating was applied.
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Figure 4.24: Influence of substrate temperature on crystal quality: (a) Grown at

ambient temperature and (b) Grown at 150◦C. All other parameters held con-

stant: RF power = 240W , Ar = 6 sccm and sputtering time = 60mins.
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4.2.3 Effects of RF power

As discussed previously, the deposition rate was found to be linearly de-
pendent on RF power over the range of 180−320W . In an effort to improve
crystalline properties on the central substrate, the deposition rate was re-
duced by decreasing the RF power. A deposition was performed at 150 W

and the crystal quality and measured deposition rates were compared to
the previous deposition at 240 W . Figure 4.25 shows the XRD spectra
from the central substrates of each of these two depositions. Depositing
at 150 W produced strong c-axis oriented films at the primary deposition
position, reaching a maximum deposition rate of ≈ 15 nm/min. The low
values of the (002) FWHM suggested good crystal structure. However, as
can be seen from Figure 4.26 the values of the FWHM increase with depo-
sition rate, which may be indicative of some deterioration in the crystalline
quality of films at the higher deposition rates.
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Figure 4.25: Influence of RF power on ZnO crystal quality at (a) 150 W and (b)

240W . All other parameters held constant: Ar = 6 sccm, no external heating and

sputtering time = 60mins.
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Figure 4.26: At an RF power of 150 W the FWHM increases with increasing de-

position rate.

4.2.4 Introduction of a buffer layer structure

The improved crystal structure obtained from the deposition at 150W sug-
gested that the use of a two-step deposition process may help to maintain
both c-axis alignment with good crystal structure, as well as high deposi-
tion rates in the films. Such a two-step process consisted of the following:

• Step 1: An initial nucleation step at low deposition rates that should
form a well aligned c-axis film. This was typically done with an RF
power of 150 W .

• Step 2: The deposition rate can then be increased by an increasing
the RF power (typically 240 W was used).

It was hoped that the initial slow deposition rate would produce a
purely (001) textured film. This buffer layer would serve as the ‘substrate’
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for further depositions and should help to reduce formation of unwanted
orientations when the deposition rate is increased during the second step.
It should be noted that such a two-step process will only be effective in
reducing unwanted orientations if these orientations are the direct result
of the amorphous substrate.

Figure 4.27 shows the obtained XRD spectra from the new two-step de-
position process. The two-step deposition produced very high deposition
rates reaching a maximum of≈ 28.1 nm/minwhilst maintaining (001) ori-
entation. There is some deterioration and broadening of the (002) peak, at
the higher deposition rates suggesting less crystal alignment, however no
extra orientations are present.
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Figure 4.27: 2-step deposition: depositing a thin, (001) oriented ZnO layer to

promote epitaxial growth for a faster deposited ZnO layer. All other parameters

held constant: RF power 150W for 20min followed by 240W for 60min and Ar

= 6 sccm.

With the introduction of a two-step deposition process good (001) ori-
entation has been maintained at very high deposition rates, with a max-
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imum of ≈ 28.1 nm/min being reached. The buffer layer facilitates the
initial nucleation and encourages epitaxial layer growth for the faster de-
posited ZnO over-layer.

4.2.5 Interdependence of film structure and surface mor-

phology

When the films were studied there was a clear correlation between the
surface morphology and crystal structure as observed by the SEM images
and as measured by XRD.

The surface morphology and cross section of an (001) oriented film is
shown in Figure 4.28. The films surface exhibits a homogeneous surface
structure, with rounded shaped grains of uniform size (≈ 50 − 100 nm)
and well defined grain boundaries. The cross sectional image shows the
strong columnar grain structure expected for an (001) oriented film.

Figure 4.29 shows the surface morphology and cross sectional image
for a polycrystalline film. Compared to the (001) oriented film the surface
is different. The grains are oblong facets with pointed edges, randomly
grown in many directions. The random orientation of such facets can be
attributed to the redistribution of existing molecules on the substrate sur-
face as the result of competing planes within the film [102]. From the cross
sectional image there appears to be no well defined texture.

The surface morphology and cross sectional image of a film deposited
using the two-step deposition process, having a (001) orientation is shown
in Figure 4.30. The surface morphology is similar to that of the (001) ori-
ented film in Figure 4.28, except the grains appear larger in size with di-
ameters ranging from 100− 300 nm. Similarly can be said about the cross
sectional image, however, the columnar structure appears to be more well
defined. The slow growth buffer layer was estimated to be ≈ 300 nm and
is indicated on Figure 4.30b, it can be distinguished as the columnar struc-
ture is less defined.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.28: An (001) oriented film: (a) Surface morphology image, and (b) Cross

sectional image.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29: A polycrystalline film: (a) Surface morphology image, and (b) Cross

sectional image.
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(a)

Buffer layer
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Figure 4.30: An (001) oriented film grown using the two-step deposition process

(a) Surface morphology image, and (b) Cross sectional image.
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The texture of films with (001) orientation typically formed as those
of Figures 4.28 and 4.30, having dense round grains. Whereas films de-
posited having a polycrystalline structure, as indicated by extra reflections
present in the XRD spectra typically had texture similar to Figure 4.29,
where the structure was less uniform and grains oblong in shape.

4.2.6 Effects of the buffer layer structure with substrate heat-

ing

When investigating the influence of substrate temperature on film qual-
ity extra orientations were present. In an effort to suppress these extra
orientations the two-step deposition process was investigated with sub-
strate heating applied at 150◦C. The XRD spectra in Figure 4.31 compares
this deposition to the two-step deposition performed with ambient sub-
strate temperature. With the addition of the buffer layer, films grown at
the primary deposition position were mostly dominated by extra orienta-
tions and were identified as the (100), (101), (110), (112) and (201).

From these results it was determined that films grown at ambient sub-
strate temperatures produced the best quality (001) oriented ZnO films.
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Figure 4.31: Influence of 2-step deposition on crystal quality with substrate tem-

peratures at (a) Ambient, and (b) 150◦C. All other parameters held constant: RF

power 150W for 20mins then 240W , Ar = 6 sccm and sputter time = 60mins.
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4.2.7 Conclusions form modification #1

The substrate-to-target distance was reduced in an effort to increase the
deposition rate. The effects of substrate position, substrate heating and
RF power were investigated at the new height. These results led to the
following conclusions:

• Increased deposition rates were observed after the target-to-substrate
distance had been reduced. By reducing this distance, the distance a
sputtered atom must travel is decreased. As such, there is a smaller
probability that the atom will collide with a surrounding particle be-
fore reaching the substrate.

• Film uniformity was maintained when depositing with a rotating
holder, however the deposition rate was still too low. It was dramati-
cally increased when depositing on a stationary holder, on substrates
directly above the ZnO target. This led to a primary growing posi-
tion where deposition rates up to ≈ 34 nm/min were reached. How-
ever, only when depositing at deposition rates below ≈ 15 nm/min

were films preferentially (001) oriented. Depositing at higher deposi-
tion rates resulted in polycrystalline films. Similar results have been
found by Molarius et al. [103] who suggested that the deposition rate
should be kept at ≈ 16.67 nm/min or lower to achieve high-quality
ZnO films.

• Depositing with substrate heating at 150◦C was investigated to see
if (001) oriented films could be grown at the higher deposition rates
(reaching ≈ 30 nm/min). The crystal quality was found to be very
poor with the films being dominated by extra orientations.

• To preserve crystal quality at the central substrate position the de-
position rate was reduced by decreasing the applied RF power to
150 W . Although (001) orientation was maintained, a maximum de-
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position rate of ≈ 15nm/min was reached, which was still less than
the minimum rate required.

• Due to the good crystal quality attained when depositing at 150 W

RF power and the high deposition rates achieved at 240 W the two
were combined to develop a two-step deposition process. The first
step consisted of a slow grown buffer layer which promoted epitax-
ial growth for a second layer deposited at a much faster rate. This
new process allowed deposition rates of up to ≈ 28 nm/min whilst
maintaining good crystal quality.

• Finally, substrate temperature was re-examined using the new two-
step process, however the films still contained mixed orientations.

The finding that an increase in substrate temperature leads to a dete-
rioration in the c-axis orientation of the films is a surprising result, and
appears to be contrary to many reports on ZnO sputtering in the liter-
ature. However, alternative conclusions have also been found. Studies
by Singh and Cho et al. [84, 94] found that increased substrate tempera-
ture improves ZnO (001) quality, arguing that when depositing at ambi-
ent temperature, atoms condensing on the substrate surface will not have
enough kinetic energy to reach the position of their lowest surface energy,
forming (001) orientation. And that an increased substrate temperature
provides the atoms with energy allowing them to move to more stable
sites, ultimately forming (001) orientation. However, other studies found
that at higher substrate temperatures extra orientations become present,
which did not occur when depositing at ambient temperature [102, 104].
Theoretically, increased substrate temperature would increase the thermal
stress between the film and substrate surface, therefore it seems practical
to deposit at lower substrate temperatures to reduce thermal stress.
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4.3 Origin of film cracking and delamination

The previous work on the development of a two-step deposition process
provided the basis for a viable process for the deposition of c-axis oriented
ZnO films for piezoelectric applications. Relatively high growth rates up
to ≈ 28 nm/min could be achieved which would allow the deposition of
3µm thick films in≈ 1.8 hours. Increased deposition times were now used
to grow films to a thickness suitable for device processing. However, it
was noticed that many of the thicker films (> 1.5 µm) showed signs of
cracking and in more extreme cases delaminated from the substrate sur-
face. This phenomenon appeared to be most severe on the thicker regions
of the film and most often occurred on the part of the substrate directly
above the ZnO target.

The observed cracking and delamination process of the films can be
seen in Figure 4.32. On some films which had not experienced peeling,
crack generation was still observed, as can be seen from Figure 4.32a.
These cracks would progressively increase in size 4.32b, after which, por-
tions of the film become completely removed exposing the bare glass sub-
strate 4.32c. An interesting observation can be seen in Figure 4.32d where a
photograph shows a circular cloudy region across the ZnO films where on
the bottom right side shows the early signs of cracking and peeling. The
circular region had been observed on several of the films, and was sus-
pected to be the influence of the magnetron on the plasma, as the diameter
of the ring was the same as the racetrack erosion on the ZnO sputter target.
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Figure 4.32: Images of cracked ZnO films: (a) An SEM image of a crack through

a ZnO film, (b) An SEM image of a progressively larger crack, (c) An SEM image

of a cracked film which has also peeled in some regions, (d) The initial cracking

and peeling on the layer, observed on the region of the ring. The dark image in

the photo is the reflection of the camera.

The samples were also imaged cross sectional in the SEM showing the
delamination of the film from the substrate surface. As can be seen in
Figure 4.33a, the film appears to have buckled. In extreme cases, the film
became completely delaminated from the substrate, where Figure 4.33b
shows a ZnO flake resting on the substrate surface. The direction of the
bowing indicates that the film may have been under a large amount of
compressional stress.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.33: Cross sectional images of delaminated ZnO films: (a) ZnO film peel-

ing from the substrate surface, and (b) A flake of ZnO resting on the substrate

surface. The bowing direction of these films indicates that they were compres-

sively stressed.

The cracking and delamination of the ZnO films made them unsuitable
for any device processing and it was essential for this problem to be solved
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before any further development work could be undertaken. There were
two potential causes considered for these cracked and delaminating films:

• Poor substrate-to-film adhesion

• Stress in the ZnO films

These two potential causes will now be considered in more detail.

4.3.1 Poor substrate-film adhesion

Any organic residues or other contaminants left on the substrate would
cause poor substrate-film adhesion and potentially lead to the deposited
film peeling from the substrate. For this reason several different clean-
ing procedures were employed. These cleaned substrates were also com-
pared to the as-received substrates from the manufacturer which had not
been cleaned prior to the deposition. However, none of the film deposi-
tions onto substrates prepared using the alternative cleaning procedures
investigated showed any noticeable difference to films which had been
deposited using our standard procedure.

In order to investigate substrate-film adhesion the scotch-tape test was
performed. This consisted of sticking a piece of sellotape on a thin, non-
cracking film and then peeling it off. All films proved very robust, and
no peeling was initiated when the sellotape was pulled off. And indi-
cated that for thinner films the adhesion between the substrate and film
was very good. This suggested that poor substrate film adhesion was not
the primary reason for the cracking and delamination of the ZnO films.
However, it could still be a contributing factor.

4.3.2 Stress in ZnO film

There are several factors which could contribute to stress within thin films.
As was discussed in Section 2.3.4 film stress can be classified as intrin-
sic or extrinsic. Intrinsic stress is induced during the deposition process,
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whereas extrinsic stress is induced by external factors, including lattice
mismatch and thermal stresses. The total stress experienced by the film
is the addition of both intrinsic and extrinsic stresses. The origins of dif-
ferent types of stress and their possible contribution to stress in our ZnO
films are discussed below.

Lattice mismatch between substrate and film:

Mismatch in the lattice parameters between the substrate and film is
a well known source of stress in thin films. This occurs when the lattice
of the depositing film may be elastically strained to conform to the lat-
tice parameters of the substrate. The strain in the film is typically relaxed
at a critical thickness by the introduction of misfit dislocations into the
film [105]. However, as depositions were performed on amorphous glass
substrates, having no regular lattice parameters, this mechanism was not
considered to be the primary reason for the introduction of stress within
the films.

Thermal mismatch between substrate and film:

The mismatch in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between a
substrate and film can induce stress in the film when it is cooled from the
deposition temperature to room temperature. During a deposition, the
film and substrate expand as the temperature in the chamber increases.
After the deposition, the film and substrate begin to cool down; they shrink
by different amounts, depending on their CTE. The problem then arises
when one shrinks more than the other which induces stress within the
film. If the stress becomes too large, it is likely the film will release it
through cracking and potentially delaminating from the substrate surface.

The CTE for ZnO and soda-lime glass is shown in Table 4.1. The ther-
mal stress, σTh, can be calculated from [106],

σTh =
Ef

1− vf
(αs − αf )(T − Td) (4.1)
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where Ef is the Youngś modulus of the film, vf is the Poisson ratio of
the film and αs and αf are the CTE of the substrate and film respectively.
The temperature difference between room temperature and the deposition
temperature is given by T − Td.

Poisson’s ratio is given by [21],

vf =
C13

C11 + C12

(4.2)

where C11, C12 and C13 are 208.8 GPa, 119.7 GPa and 104.2 GPa (taken
from Table 3.2).

Ef is the Youngś modulus and is calculated from [21],

Ef = 3B(1− 2vf ) (4.3)

where vf is Poisson’s ratio and B the bulk is modulus (160 GPa as used
by [21]).

Table 4.1 shows the calculated thermal stress present in a ZnO film
when deposited onto a soda-lime substrate at different temperatures. Be-
cause these are negative stress values, it would indicate that a compressive
stress would be observed in the ZnO film.

Substrate
CTE at 25◦K
×10−6K−1

σTh at 50◦K
(GPa)

σTh at 100◦K

(GPa)
σTh at 150◦K

(GPa)
σTh at 200◦K

(GPa)
σTh at 250◦K

(GPa)
Soda lime

glass
9.35 −0.055 −0.110 −0.166 −0.221 −0.276

Borosilicate
(Pyrex 7740)

3.25 0.0180 0.036 0.0540 0.072 0.090

ZnO film 4.75

Table 4.1: Thermal stress induced by soda lime glass and borosilicate at various

substrate temperatures. CTE obtained for ZnO [58], soda-lime glass [107] and

borosilicate [89].

Due to the fact that many of the depositions were performed under
ambient temperatures (≈ 50◦C), the contribution of thermal stress is likely
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to be relatively low. However, in order to reduce thermal mismatch as the
source of the stress, it was decided to perform depositions on substrates
which had a better thermal match with ZnO. Borosilicate glass is a strong
candidate with a CTE of 3.25 ×−6 K−1 [89], relatively close to that of ZnO
at 4.75×−6K−1. Table 4.1 also shows the expected contribution of thermal
stress with films deposited onto borosilicate substrates at different temper-
atures. The positive stress values indicate the film would be under tensile
stress. Also, as would be expected, the contribution of thermal stress from
depositing on the borosilicate is less than when depositing onto soda-lime
glass.

A series of depositions were performed on borosilicate substrates ob-
tained from two different suppliers. However, no significant difference in
the cracking and peeling behaviour of the films was found, compared to
those deposited on the soda-lime glass substrates. Although thermal mis-
match between the ZnO film and glass substrate could contribute to the
overall stress, it was concluded that this was not the dominant source.

Intrinsic stress due to the deposition process:

It is often described that physical deposition processes such as thermal
evaporation, e-beam evaporation or sputtering may lead to high levels of
stress in the resultant films [70, 108–110]. This is mainly ascribed to the
process of atomic peening, where the film is constantly bombarded by en-
ergetic particles from the vapour phase [111]. This can be considered anal-
ogous to the metallurgical peening process, where a metal is constantly
hit with a small hammer in order to produce a densification of the metal
structure. In the case of physical deposition processes, the bombardment
of the film by energetic particles will also produce a densification of the
layer, leading to compressive stress in the films.

The intrinsic stress formation during the sputtering process was even-
tually considered to be the main mechanism for stress introduction; even-
tually leading to the mechanical failure of the films. It was essential for
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this mechanical failure to be avoided in order to yield material for device
processing. We thus tried to systematically study the observed stress in
the films and correlate this stress to any of the deposition parameters.

4.3.3 Influence of deposition parameters on stress

The stress within films was calculated using the XRD spectra as described
in Section 3.4.3. It was estimated by calculating the strain along the c-axis
as seen by a shift in the 2θ peak position of the (002) reflection, compared
to the unstrained value of bulk ZnO, using Equation 3.9. This strain was
then related back to stress through Hooke’s law (Equation 3.7). The stress
was classified as either compressive, indicated by a negative stress value
or tensile, as indicated by a positive value. Because the stress was calcu-
lated from the 2θ peak position, stress at the exact point of peeling could
not accurately and reliably be determined. However, because there were
always three substrates present during the deposition (see Figure 4.20 for
sample configuration) and not all areas of the substrates showed peeling,
the overall stress inherent to the deposition process could be analysed.
The stress induced by the sputtering parameters RF power and deposition
pressure was evaluated.

4.3.3.1 Effect of RF power

As the occurrence of intrinsic stress was thought to be associated with
the bombardment of the film with energetic particles, the first parameter
investigated was the RF power. Films had been deposited at powers of
150 W , 240 W and 150/240 W using the two-step deposition process. Ir-
respective of RF power, some peeling occurred on the central substrate,
while the other two films remained intact. The calculated stress from
the intact films was always compressive and found to be in the range of
−0.41 GPa to −4.87 GPa. From these observed stress values, it became
obvious that the level of compressive stress increased with increasing de-
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position rate, shown in Figure 4.34 for the various RF power depositions.
A value of ≈ −4 GPa can also be estimated as the yield of stress, as this
was typically the maximum stress value observed on an intact film. (The
point of −4.9 GPa in Figure 4.34c appears to be an outlier).

The influence of RF power on the observed stress was evaluated by
comparing the stress at the same deposition rate across each of the deposi-
tions. A rate of ≈ 10 nm/min was selected as films grown at this rate were
known to have good (001) orientation. The results are shown in Table 4.2.

RF Power
(W)

Est. Stress at
10 nm/min (GPa)

150 -1.9
240 -1.6

150/240 -2.1
150/240 -1.5

Table 4.2: The estimated stress value at ≈ 10 nm/min for the various RF powers.

These results were found to be inconclusive as there was no clear trend
that RF power was the dominant factor contributing to the stress.
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Figure 4.34: Calculated stress within the films as a function of deposition rate at

various RF powers. (a) 150W , (b) 240W , (c) and (d) Two-step depositions 150W

for 20min followed by 240W for 60min. The dotted line indicates the observed

stress at 10 nm/min.
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4.3.3.2 Effect of deposition pressure

While investigating the effect of RF power on the resultant stress it was
noted that there also seemed to be a trend between the observed stress and
chamber pressure during the deposition. As was discussed previously in
Section 4.1.1, the setting of the chamber pressure was the combination of
the gas flow into the chamber and the main valve position. As was seen
from Figure 4.1, for a specific Ar flow there was a variation in the chamber
pressure due to the main value position. Although this was regularly ad-
justed (so that at Ar = 6 sccm deposition pressure was ≈ 1.0 × 10−2 mbar)
there was day-to-day drift, and a result depositions were often performed
slightly above and slightly below this chamber pressure.

Historical data was then investigated and depositions where films had
peeled and had not peeled were compared to the deposition pressure. For
each deposition where peeling had occurred, a critical thickness was de-
fined. The critical thickness was the thickest region on that film where
peeling had not occurred. Likewise for each deposition where films had
not peeled, the thickest region of the film was defined as the critical thick-
ness. The results from this investigation are shown in Figure 4.35. The
points marked in blue indicate films which had peeled and points in red,
films which had not peeled. It is clear from this graph that there seems to
be a consistent trend in the critical thickness with deposition pressure. As
the pressure is increased the critical thickness (estimated thickness below
which the film was intact) also increased. For low deposition pressures
(≈ 8× 10−3 mbar) films peeled at ≈ 0.5 µm, this occurred only at ≈ 1.5 µm

when deposition pressure was ≈ 11× 10−3 mbar. Even more significantly,
no peeling was observed in films deposited at pressure > 12× 10−3 mbar.
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Figure 4.35: For various depositions, the graph shows the thickest regions on the

films which had not peeled. This suggests that films deposited above≈ 1.2×10−2

did not peel.

This relationship between depositing at lower pressures and films peel-
ing appeared to be the only correlating trend between the deposition pa-
rameters and film stress. Studies done by Windischmann, Jou and Cebulla
et al. [110,112,113] found similar results, suggesting that films became less
compressively stressed when depositing at higher chamber pressures.

As a result, a ‘critical pressure’ of 1.2 × 10−2 mbar was defined and
it was proposed that all subsequent depositions be performed above this
pressure in an effort to reduce the intrinsic stress within the films and con-
sequently solve the peeling problem.

It was obvious that films deposited at higher pressures were still under
some compressive stress. Provided films could now be deposited with-
out cracking or peeling from the substrate surface, post growth annealing
could be investigated as a reliable technique to relax the film stress.
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4.3.4 Stress relaxation through post growth annealing

During the above analysis it became obvious that all films were under
large amounts of compressive stress. A popular technique used to relieve
stress is through post growth annealing. It is also well known to improve
crystalline structure [71, 82, 100, 114–116]. The influence of post growth
annealing on stress within some selected films was investigated. As a first
quick test, films were placed on a hot plate at a temperature of 400◦C and
left for 1 hour in air.

The XRD spectra were measured before and after annealing so a com-
parison could be made. Figure 4.36 shows the annealing results of dif-
ferent films which had been annealed. In Figure 4.36a an (001) oriented
film was annealed. The shift in the 2θ peak position can be attributed to
a relaxation of stress within the film. The increase in intensity and reduc-
tion in the FWHM also suggests an improvement in crystalline structure.
In Figure 4.36b a polycrystalline film had been annealed. Annealing the
film did not promote preferential growth. Instead, all orientations present
increased in peak intensity, with the (100) and (101) increasing the most.
The FWHM also decreased for each of the orientations. Fujimura et al. [79]
found this same result concluding that films should be (001) orientated
prior to the annealing process. From the first experiment it was clear that
for (001) orientated films, stress could be released through post deposition
annealing.
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Figure 4.36: Initial annealing test performed on a hot plate at 400◦C for 1 hour in

air. (a) A film with (001) orientation prior to annealing, and (b) A polycrystalline

film prior to annealing.
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A more sophisticated annealing technique involving an annealing fur-
nace was then used. Samples to be annealed were placed inside a quartz
tube and the tube placed inside an annealing furnace, under a flow of
Ar:O2 of 95 : 5% (described in Section 3.3).

A series of annealing experiments were performed at 250◦C, 400◦C,
600◦C, 750◦C and 900◦C using this annealing furnace. A film was cut into
5 smaller samples and XRD spectra for each sample was measured be-
fore and after annealing so that a comparison could be made. Figure 4.37
compares the XRD spectra for the as-sputtered and annealed films at the
annealing temperatures of 250◦C, 400◦C and 600◦C. The Figure also shows
the surface morphology images at the associated annealing temperature,
where Figure 4.37a shows the surface morphology of an as-sputtered film.
The main XRD results are also presented in Table 4.3.

It is clear from the XRD spectra’s that all films undergo some stress re-
laxation, with films becoming less stressed with increasing annealing tem-
perature. Although the films annealed at 250◦C and 400◦C show a slight
increase in (002) peak intensity, there is also a small increase in the FWHM
values. When annealing at 600◦C the peak intensity has greatly increased
and the FWHM is significantly lower than the as-sputtered film, suggest-
ing an improvement in crystallinity. With increasing annealing tempera-
ture there is also some change in surface morphology. The surface mor-
phology of the as-sputtered film (Figure 4.37a) shows well defined grain
boundaries. However, the film annealed at 600◦C shows less defined grain
boundaries as the grains are beginning to merge.
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Figure 4.37: Crystal quality and surface morphology for annealed ZnO films:

(a) Surface morphology of an as-sputtered film, (b) XRD spectra of the film

as-sputtered and annealed at 250◦C, (c) Surface morphology after annealing at

250◦C, (d) XRD spectra of the film as-sputtered and annealed at 400◦C, (e) Sur-

face morphology after annealing at 400◦C, (f) XRD spectra of the film as-sputtered

and annealed at 600◦C, and (g) Surface morphology after annealing at 600◦C.
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(002) 2θ (◦) FWHM (◦) Peak intensity (a.u.) Stress (GPa)
As-sputtered

Annealed at 250◦
34.01
34.27

0.338
0.412

1063
1326

-2.73
-1.00

As-sputtered
Annealed at 400◦

33.93
34.38

0.338
0.416

1334
1717

-3.25
-0.31

As-sputtered
Annealed at 600◦

33.93
34.40

0.364
0.260

1006
2421

-3.25
-0.14

As-sputtered
Annealed at 750◦

34.06
34.40

0.312
0.234

1230
876

-2.38
-0.14

As-sputtered
Annealed at 900◦

34.01
N.A.

0.312
N.A.

1411
N.A.

-2.73
N.A.

Table 4.3: Summarising the main XRD results from the as-sputtered films and

after annealing.

It is interesting to notice that annealing at temperatures > 600◦C does
not further improve the film structure, but instead leads to a degradation
in film quality. Figure 4.38 and 4.39 shows the annealing results at 750◦C

and 900◦C. In Figure 4.38a the XRD spectra indicates some stress relation
and a reduction in the FWHM value compared to the as-sputtered; how-
ever there is degradation of the (002) peak and the introduction of some
new undetermined peaks. The surface morphology images show a dis-
continuous structure with the film being pulled apart leaving large voids.
This effect becomes more extreme when annealing at 900◦C.

As can be seen from the SEM images in Figure 4.39, the surface of the
film is no longer a continuous structure after annealing at 900◦C. Some
remnant of the ZnO film can be seen in Figure 4.39c, however the majority
of the surface consists of the structure shown in Figure 4.39d. These results
are also indicated by the XRD spectrum shown in Figure 4.39e. The (002)

peak has completely deteriorated.
This effect of annealing at 750◦C and 900◦C was suspected to be either

the result of ZnO film being reduced to Zn, or a solid state reaction be-
tween the ZnO film and glass substrate. Because the ZnO film becomes
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compromised, annealing at these higher temperatures is impractical.
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Figure 4.38: (a) and (b) Show surface morphology images of the annealed film

at 750◦C, and (c) Compares the XRD spectra of the as-sputtered film and after

annealing at 750◦C.
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Figure 4.39: Surface morphology and XRD spectra of ZnO film annealed at 900◦C:

(a) Low magnification image of the films surface, (b) A close up image of the

‘rounded’ patches, Figures (c) and (d) Show high magnification images of circled

areas 1 and 2 from Figure b respectively, (e) XRD spectra of the as-sputtered film

and after annealing at 900◦C.
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Figure 4.40 shows the influence of annealing temperature on the film
stress and FWHM values as determined form the (002) reflection for the
as-sputtered and annealed films. Upon annealing, the stress within the
films decreased. At lower annealing temperatures there was very little
change in the FWHM values, shown in Figure 4.40b. However, lower
FWHM values were observed at 600◦C and 750◦C, although at 750◦C the
initiation of the film deteriorating was observed.
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4.3.5 Conclusions on stress within the ZnO films

As the growth of thicker films for device applications began, it was ob-
served that films began to crack and in extreme cases peel from the sub-
strate surface. This effect was found to be the most severe at the central
substrate position at the thickest region. A study of this phenomenon and
possible solutions for it produced the following conclusions.

• Several mechanisms were considered as the cause of this phenomenon
and inherent stress during the deposition process was determined to
be the most likely cause.

• The influence of the deposition parameters on film stress was inves-
tigated. The deposition pressure was found to be the most influen-
tial, and at pressures below 1.2× 10−2 mbar peeling of the films was
found. It has been observed for magnetron sputtering that there ex-
ists a dependence between working pressure and the intrinsic stress
within a film [108]. As such, it was suggested that all subsequent
films be deposited at pressures above 1.2 × 10−2 mbar to reduce the
intrinsic stress.

• Post growth annealing was found to be a successful technique in dra-
matically reducing the compressive stress within the films. An op-
timum annealing temperature of 600◦C was found, as both the film
stress and crystalline quality appears to be considerably improved at
this temperature.

• Annealing at temperatures above 600◦C did not improve the film
structure, but rather led to deterioration of the film. This is poten-
tially due to the reduction of ZnO to Zn, or to a solid state reaction
between the ZnO film and glass substrate.
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4.4 Chamber modification #2: New substrate holder

The introduction of the substrate holder shaft extension enabled lower
substrate-to-target distances. With a stationary substrate holder at a substrate-
to-target distance of 75mm the deposition rate was dramatically increased.
However, this was detrimental to the thickness uniformity of the resultant
film. Films deposited on a substrate directly above the magnetron were
the thickest, with a sharp decrease in thickness on other substrates. This
was further complicated by the fact that the design of the original substrate
holder made it very difficult to reliably position substrates symmetrically
above the ZnO target. The potential design of a more effective substrate
holder was investigated at this stage.

4.4.1 Film uniformity

In Figure 4.41 the position of 9 substrates of 25×25mm is shown mounted
on the conventional substrate holder. Also projected onto this photograph
is the approximate position of the ZnO target in relation to the substrate
positions (dotted black line). The film thicknesses as measured by the Dek-
tak are also indicated in Figure 4.41a, while this thickness data is turned
into a surface plot in Figure 4.41a.

This information suggests that the region where the deposition rate is
the fastest (shown in red) extends past where the substrates can be placed
on the substrate holder. The thickness distribution appears to be non sym-
metric, this was the likely result of the mechanical design of the shutter,
which always covered a small region on the target during a deposition.
In an effort to improve uniformity and exploit the region where the de-
position rate was the fastest these results led to the redesign of a second
substrate holder which would place the substrates directly above the ZnO
target.
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Figure 4.41: Demonstrating deposition rates and film uniformity across the sub-

strates. (a) Shows the positions of the substrates with respect to the ZnO target

and measured thicknesses, and (b) Expresses the thickness data in a surface plot.
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A second smaller substrate holder (≈ 101 mm in diameter) was de-
signed to position the substrates directly above the ZnO target. This was
attached via an arm and allowed the substrate holder to encompass the
full area of the ZnO target. Figure 4.42 shows the new substrate holder in-
side the sputter chamber positioned 75mm above the ZnO target. The new
holder could take a single substrate ≤ 100 mm in diameter or up to nine
smaller substrates of 25 × 25 mm in size. The new chamber arrangement
facilitated a repositioning of the quartz lamp to a position directly above
the substrate holder. The thermocouple could be placed in a small groove
inside the holder allowing for more accurate monitoring of the substrate
temperature. Due to the design of this substrate holder it was not possible
to rotate the substrate during depositions.

Crystal thickness 
monitor

Shaft

Quartz 
lamp

Substrate 
holder #2

Bracket to 
mount the 
quartz lamp

ZnO target

 
 75 mm

Figure 4.42: Inside the sputter coater: shows the new substrate holder attached

to the shaft extension, substrate-to-target distance 75mm. The substrate heater is

mounted to a bracket above the substrate holder.
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An initial deposition was performed to investigate the film uniformity
using the new substrate holder. Nine, 25 × 25 mm substrates were con-
figured in a 3 × 3 matrix on the new substrate holder as shown in Figure
4.43.

#1 #2 #3

#4 #5 #6

#7 #8 #9

Substrate 
Holder #2

Kapton
 Tape

25 mm

25 mm

Figure 4.43: Substrate configuration using substrate holder #2.

Figure 4.44a shows the thickness spread across the nine substrates us-
ing the new substrate holder, with the dotted line indicating the region of
the target. As can be seen from Figure 4.44b the film uniformity is greatly
improved, with a larger central region of the substrate showing relatively
uniform thickness. However, it is clearly noticeable that the thickness dis-
tribution is not symmetrical despite the fact that the substrate holder was
placed symmetrically above the ZnO target. The reason for this was again
suggested to be the effect of the shutter which covers part of the ZnO tar-
get during a deposition. The shutter opens to the bottom of the picture
in Figure 4.44b, but it is suspected that it does not withdraw far enough.
As a result it still influences the resultant shape of the plasma, causing a
distortion of the deposition pattern.
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Figure 4.44: Demonstrating the film uniformity across the substrates using the

second substrate holder. (a) Shows the positions of the substrates with respect to

the ZnO target and measured thicknesses, and (b) Expresses the thickness data in

a surface plot.
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4.4.2 Conclusions from modification #2

This section evaluated the thickness uniformity of the conventional sub-
strate holder which was found to be non uniform. A redesign of the sub-
strate holder was investigated to improve thickness uniformity and the
following conclusions drawn:

• With the introduction of the second substrate holder depositions are
now performed at the fastest growth region in the plasma, and as
such film uniformity has greatly improved.

• However, this thickness uniformity was found to be non symmetri-
cal. It was suspected to be the result of the mechanical shutter, which
when open, still covered a portion of the ZnO target during a depo-
sition.

4.5 Change in ZnO sputter target

At this stage in the project, the ZnO target had become worn and was no
longer suitable for depositions. A second ZnO target was purchased from
the same supplier and used for all remaining depositions. It should also
be noted that all depositions were performed above the critical pressure,
≈ 1.2× 10−2 mbar (described in Section 4.3.2).

4.5.1 Change in optical appearance

After the first deposition using the new ZnO target, the films appeared
brownish in colour. This difference can be seen by conventional optical
photographs shown in Figure 4.45 where a comparison is made between
similar deposition performed using the old ZnO target (Figure 4.45a) and
the new ZnO target (Figure 4.45b).
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Figure 4.45: Comparing ZnO film colour between depositing with the (a) Old

ZnO target appears clear in colour, and (b) New ZnO target appears brownish in

colour. Shows the glass substrate with the deposited ZnO film to the right.

In Figure 4.46 a comparison is made between the crystal quality be-
tween two ZnO depositions, where one was performed using the old ZnO
target and the other using the new ZnO target. The associated deposition
rates for each spectrum was ≈ 15 nm/min and both films were deposited
using the two-step deposition process. The film deposited using the old
ZnO target has a much higher (002) peak intensity, but also has a higher
FWHM value. The reduced peak intensity when depositing using the new
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ZnO was typically observed.
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Figure 4.46: XRD comparison between the old ZnO target and the new ZnO tar-

get. The deposition rate for both films was ≈ 15 nm/min.

It was suspected that the film deposited using the new target had a
depletion of oxygen from its lattice giving rise to the brownish colour. This
potential lack of oxygen has been described by other workers due to the
dissociation of the sputtered ZnO compound inside the plasma, creating
zinc and oxygen atoms [30, 117]. In principle these atoms will recombine
at the surface of the substrate creating a ZnO layer. However, occasionally
oxygen atoms will bond together forming O2 gas. As O2 gas does not have
a unity sticking coefficient [118], it remains in this gaseous state and is
removed from the chamber by pumping. As a result, there is depletion of
oxygen and in turn an excess of zinc in the film. To compensate for this,
oxygen can be flowed into the system along with the argon. The effect of
an oxygen flow in addition to the Ar gas was then evaluated, for the new
ZnO sputter target.
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4.5.2 Effect of Ar:O2 ratio

A series of depositions were performed at different Ar:O2 ratios of 100 : 0,
87.5 : 12.5, 75 : 25 and 62.5 : 37.5, where the ratios are expressed as the
relative ratio of the gas flow rates with the total flow constant at 6 sccm.
Figure 4.47 and Figure 4.48 show the UV-visible spectrophotometer trans-
mission spectra and optical photographs of the films deposited at the var-
ious Ar:O2 ratios, respectively. When depositing in pure Ar there is a drop
in transmission, as shown in Figure 4.47a, which can be seen by the film
colour shown in Figure 4.48a. With the presence of a small amount O2, as
small as 12.5% very high transmission is observed, and subsequently for
increasing O2. The films become clear in colour as shown by Figures 4.48b,
4.48c and 4.48d
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Figure 4.47: Comparing the UV-visible transmission for the various Ar:O2 ratios:

(a) 100:0, (b) 87.5:12.5, (c) 75:25, and (d) 62.5:37.5.
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Figure 4.48: Comparing ZnO film colour when depositing at Ar:O2 ratios (a)

100:0, (b) 87.5:12.5, (c) 75:25, and 62.5:37.5. Shows the glass substrate with the

deposited ZnO film to the right.

The crystalline qualities of the films, based on the XRD measurements
are shown in Figure 4.49. The result is surprising, as it appears that with
the introduction of O2 there is a progressive deterioration in film qual-
ity. The (001) orientation is maintained, but the (002) peak shows a drop
in intensity and a broadening in the FWHM value as the ratio of O2 is in-
creased. However, the deposition rates were lower (and therefore the films
thinner) when depositing in the presence of O2 which may be a contribut-
ing factor to the low (002) peak intensities.
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Figure 4.49: Influence of Ar:O2 ratios on crystal quality. All other parameters held

constant: RF power = 150W and sputtering time of 20mins.

4.5.3 Other deposition parameters

The influence of the RF power and substrate temperature was also inves-
tigated with the new ZnO target and very similar results found to those in
Section 4.2. When depositing at higher deposition rates and at high sub-
strate temperatures the quality of the films degraded, with degradation in
the (002) peak intensity and the introduction of extra orientations.

4.5.4 Conclusions from change in ZnO target

During these experiments a second 99.99% purity ZnO target was used,
however there appeared to be some discrepancies in results between the
two ZnO targets.
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• Using the new ZnO target and depositing in a pure Ar chamber re-
sulted in films being brown in colour. With the introduction of oxy-
gen the films became clear again, suggesting that films deposited in
pure Ar were oxygen deficient.

• When comparing the crystal quality between a deposition performed
using the old ZnO target and the new ZnO target, films deposited
with the new target showed lower (002) peak intensities, but smaller
FWHM values.

• Although transparency was improved when depositing in an Ar to
O2 mixed chamber, the quality of the films was compromised. De-
positing in a pure Ar chamber showed the best quality ZnO films.

• The influence of RF power and substrate heating on film quality was
found to be similar to that in Section 4.2, with films degrading at
higher deposition rates and higher substrate temperatures.

• During the investigation of the sputtering parameters using the new
ZnO target all depositions were performed above the critical pres-
sure (> 1.2× 10−2 mbar). As a result, no cracking or delamination of
the film from the substrate was observed.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Suggestions for
future work

This chapter will summarise the main results of the thesis, as well as dis-
cuss some suggestions for future work that have been identified. It will
begin by discussing the performance of the HHV Auto500 sputter coater
system as well as the modifications which were made during the course
of this research. Some further improvements to the sputter system will
be suggested. The second part of this chapter discusses the results of
our ZnO deposition on glass and attempts to suggest a simple model that
explains the observed microstructure on deposition parameters, together
with some suggestions for further characterisation of the films

5.1 Performance and modification of the sputter

system

• The initial chamber geometry of the HHV Auto500 sputter coater
system was unsuitable for our application due to the very low de-
position rates. This was mainly due to the large target to substrate
distance (150 mm) and was exacerbated when substrate rotation was

127
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used. Deposition rates were improved by extending the shaft of the
substrate holder which reduced the distance between the target and
substrate to 75 mm, and by not using substrate rotation. However, at
the lower target-to-substrate distance the film uniformity was very
poor when not using substrate rotation.

• A redesign of the substrate holder placed substrates directly above
the ZnO target which greatly improved uniformity. This also facili-
tated a repositioning of the quartz lamp which allowed a maximum
substrate temperature of 250◦C to be reached.

• Although deposition uniformity is improved by the new substrate
holder, the deposition pattern is still non symmetrical. The most
likely cause was the influence of the target shutter on the plasma
distribution.

• Accurate and repeatable settings of the high vacuum valve position
in order to set the chamber pressure during a deposition proved to be
problematic. The importance of this setting was found to be critical
for stress control in the ZnO films. Although no satisfactory alter-
native was introduced during this project, a more elegant solution is
suggested below.

• Although not directly related to the sputter system, the variation in
ZnO target material was found to be a potential problem. The second
ZnO target appeared to produce ZnO films deficient in oxygen and
with generally poorer characteristics.
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5.2 Suggestions for further modifications to

the sputter system

• A more sophisticated design of the substrate holder which would al-
low the substrates to rotate in the region of the plasma should be
done. Such a design would improve thickness uniformity whilst
maintaining high deposition rates. An integrated substrate heater
could also be incorporated, allowing for higher substrate tempera-
tures to be reached. This may be valuable for performing annealing
of the films without removing them from the sputter chamber.

• An electric control over the high vacuum valve position, with posi-
tion feedback would allow for better control of the deposition pres-
sure. This will eliminate the run-to-run variation which comes from
the manual setting of the high vacuum valve and will improve stress
control during the deposition process.

• A redesign of the mechanical shutter operation, which would allow
it to completely move away from the ZnO target should be done.
This will allow a more symmetrical distribution of sputtered mate-
rial on the substrates.

• A quality control test should be performed when new ZnO targets
are purchased. This may be as simple as a deposition performed
under a set of standard conditions, followed by an analysis of film
properties. It may be ideal to extend these measurements to a chem-
ical analysis of the films in order to identify non stoichiometry or
impurities. Such a process should be done in collaboration with the
ZnO vendor. It is also suggested that higher purity targets (99.999%)
be purchased in the future.
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5.3 Summary of results of ZnO deposition pro-

cess

• The aim of this project was to produce c-axis oriented ZnO films at
relatively high deposition rates. However, there was a trade-off be-
tween these two requirements, as good textured c-axis oriented films
were only produced at relatively low deposition rates < 15 nm/min.
At higher deposition rates the films were polycrystalline with several
orientations present.

• The deposition rate was primary controlled by the RF power. Films
deposited at relatively low RF powers showed strong (001) orienta-
tion. Higher RF powers led to the degradation in crystalline quality

• Lower substrate temperatures appear to favour the desired (001) ori-
entation. This effect seemed to be contrary to many published re-
sults [84, 94].

• A two-step deposition process, consisting of an initial low RF power
was found to be viable for the production of c-axis oriented ZnO film
at high deposition rates (up to ≈ 28 nm/min)

• Films with thicknesses > 1.5µm were often found to crack and peel
from the substrate surface. It was determined that the most likely
cause was inherent stress from the deposition process.

• The pressure during the deposition was found to have a critical in-
fluence on film stress. It was observed that films deposited at pres-
sures below 1.1× 10−2 mbar had a tendency to crack and peel, while
films deposited above this critical pressure were intact. Similar re-
sults had been found in the literature which suggested that stress
within films was reduced when depositing at higher deposition pres-
sures [110, 112, 113]. As a result it was proposed that films be de-
posited above 1.2× 10−2 mbar to reduce stress.
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• Through post growth annealing the stress within the films was al-
most completely relaxed. An optimum annealing temperature of
600◦C for 1 hour in an Ar:O2 atmosphere was found.

5.4 A simple model for ZnO on glass deposition

The results of this work determined that, although c-axis oriented films (of
001 orientation) can be grown using the RF sputtering process, under some
deposition conditions this is not the only orientation present. The desired
(001) orientation is only preferentially formed at low substrate tempera-
tures and at low deposition rates. The ability to obtain c-axis oriented
growth at moderately high deposition rates thus proved to be difficult, as
an increase in the deposition rate resulted in the degradation of the c-axis
orientation, leading to polycrystalline films. A simple model for the ob-
served trend in the ZnO microstructure with deposition rate is explained
below.

In the case of an amorphous substrate (such as glass), there is little in-
fluence from the substrate on the orientation of the initial film. The crystal-
lographic orientation of the initial nuclei should primarily be determined
by the surface (faces) that are the most stable and are formed by the low-
est surface free energy planes. In contrast, a crystalline substrate will in-
fluence the lattice of the film as it will try to conform to the lattice of the
substrate.

In the case of thin film formation on glass substrates it can then be
expected that the (001) nuclei will be preferentially formed, as this is the
most stable surface for ZnO as can be seen in Figure 5.1a [119, 120]. How-
ever, it is expected that during the sputter deposition process, with the
bombardment of high energy particles on the (001) nuclei, they may be
knocked over, producing the (001) surface at an angle to the substrate sur-
face. This knock over effect will become more important as the RF power
is increased. Depending on the angles formed, a new surface plane will
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be exposed, with the resultant film surface forming the orientation of the
crystallite, shown in Figure 5.1b. If the (001) nuclei falls parallel to the sub-
strate surface, the (100) plane becomes exposed. This would explain the
prominent contribution of this orientation to the ZnO films when deposit-
ing at the higher deposition rates. The effect of the growth and coalescence
of nuclei forming different angles at the substrate surface will result in a
film with a more uneven surface morphology than if all the nuclei had the
(001) surface parallel to the substrate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Illustrating the nucleation and growth stages (a) A deposition per-

formed at a low deposition rate, films preferentially grow with the c-axis perpen-

dicular to the substrate in the (001), and (b) A deposition performed at a higher

deposition rate, resulting in random orientation. Where the blue arrow indicates

the c-axis.

The surface morphology predicated by this model has been supported
by SEM images of films. Depositing at low deposition rates allows (001)

nucleation and growth process to occur with relatively smooth surfaces,
while higher deposition rates produce very uneven surfaces with sharp
edges. In Figures 4.28 and 4.29 it can be seen how these two types of
surfaces are associated with two types of microstructure.
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The effect of the initial slow growth buffer layer consisting of a good
quality (001) oriented film grown at low RF powers can now be appreci-
ated. Once such a layer has formed, it will serve as a ‘substrate’ for further
ZnO deposition. The interaction and bonding between this ZnO buffer
and any subsequent ZnO nuclei will be much stronger than the interaction
between an amorphous glass substrate and ZnO nuclei. This will prevent
initial nuclei from being knocked over during higher deposition rates. The
result of such a process is that the (001) orientation is maintained even at
high deposition rates as was found during our two-step depositions.

5.5 An optimum deposition process

The above results provided an insight into the various deposition param-
eters which influenced the ZnO growth process. An optimised deposition
process should then include the following steps:
Step 1: An initial buffer layer deposited at a low rate to facilitate a seed
layer for good c-axis orientation.

Step 2: An in situ anneal step inside the sputter coater chamber to relieve
stress within the buffer layer.

Step 3: Decrease the temperature to ambient growth temperature and de-
posit at a higher RF power to enhance the deposition rate.

Step 4: Further anneal the deposited film in order to remove stress from
film before device processing.

To further improve crystallinity and reduce film stress, the in situ an-
nealing processes could be performed in periodic cycles. However, such a
process will slow down the device fabrication time.
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5.6 Suggestions for future work

Although the initial requirements of c-axis orientation at high deposition
rates have been achieved by this project, these are not the only require-
ments for piezoelectric activity in ZnO. The following work is then sug-
gested for further characterisation of the films and refinement of the depo-
sition process.

• Test the proposed four-step deposition procedure. Due to the erratic
results from the second ZnO target, as well as the time limitations of
the project this process had not yet been performed.

• The electric and piezoelectric properties of the films should be mea-
sured. Particularly measurements of the piezoelectric coefficient will
provide valuable feedback for optimisation of the deposition pro-
cess. A mask has been designed which allows for a simple device
structure to be fabricated. Such structures would facilitate the mea-
surement of the ZnO films dielectric constant, resistivity and fre-
quency response.

• As well as c-axis orientation, the ZnO film surface should be of the
same polarity. The (001) plane is a polar surface (with either a pos-
itive Zn-polar face or a negative O-polar face), and the ZnO film
surface should be of the same polarity for maximum piezoelectric
response. An initial investigation into the polarity of the ZnO films
surface has begun. Films were etched in hydrochloric acid (HCL),
as each surface etches at a different rate, the etch rate can be ob-
served through cross sectional SEM imaging. Initial results suggest
that the film’s surface was of the same polarity, however this tech-
nique should be further developed.
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